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UCF baseball loses two last Friday and gets
eliminated from the A-Sun tournament.

RAGS
.

- SEE SPORTS, A8

The Knights receive an at-large bid to the NCAA
.., Baseball Regionals. Next stop: Tallahassee.

RICHES

- SEE SPORTS, AB

.

Late fee schedule irks summer students
ofthe add/drop period, but - as
many UCF students have found
out - those rules are a bit twisted in the summer.
Kate Stout, a senior psychology major, knew she was
responsible for her tuition and
fees when she registered for
Summer B classes, but she had

BRIDGET RYAN
Staff Writer
(

Whenever a UCF student
enrolls for classes online, they
must first agree to pay a $100
late fee if they do not pay for
their classes on time. Typically,
"on time" means by the last day

Payment deadlines for Summer B
Note: Add/drop period for Summer Bis March 22 through June 25
If registered for Summer Bbetween

March 22 and May 14
May 15 and June 25

Fees dlie

$100 late fee accessed

5p.m.May14
5 p.m.June 25

May18
June 28

no idea those fees would be due
May 14 - considering the last
day of add/drop for Summer B
isn't until June 25.
She was even more surprised
to find she's now responsible for
a $100 late fee - given that she
is taking only one class this
summer. As things stand, she
will pay $300 for tuition and
$10tl in fines.
"I don't understand why I
should pay a third of my summer tuition in late fees," Stout
said. "I can linderstand a late fee
of $100 for fall tuition, [which]
costs over $1,000 - but not for
just one class."
So who's to blame for all the
confusion? Many students say

that UCF didn't do enough to
inform student~ about the different payment schedule, as
Summer B is the only semester
that has two different payment
deadlines. Even more confusing,
the deadlines change depending
on when a student enrolls.
If a student registered for
classes between March 22 and
May 14, they had to pay for their
classes by May 14. If that same
student were to register for the
same classes between May 15
and June 25, they wouldn't have
to pay until June 25.
This creates a catch-22 situation for many students who
might not be able to immediate- .
~y afford those classes. If they

wait to sign up for classes at a
later date, they risk losing the
class. Ifthey sign up earlier, they
have to pay earlier than other
students.
Senior Joseph Vargas also
found the different deadlines to
be confusing, but objected to the
use oflate fees in general.
.
"I've received a late fee in the
past, and the way the school
announces the fees is unclear,"
he said. "I don't tinderstand why
the school charges late fees
because ifyou don't pay for your
classes they are going to be
dropped. It's just another way
that shows the school is inflexible and trying to make money
off students."

Officially, UCF gets its
authority to charge late fees
from the state - though it
chooses to impose the maximum penalty allowed. The state
also gives UCF the authority to
have two different payment
dates, according to Judith Monroe, UCF's assistant vice president of Administration and
Finance.
She disputes many students
claims that the school hid the
fact that tuition would be due
earlier than normal, saying that
the Academic Calendar, the
UCF Catalog, · the Scheduled
Web Guide and individual stuPLEASE SEE

UCF ON A4

I

i
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PERC rules
against UCF:

'

Gas prices r\se, students struggle to drive

raises unfair
ANDRES HEALY
News Editor

UCF lost its battle May 18 with the
faculty union when a state hearing
officer ruled that the way the university distributed raises did indeed constitute an unfair labor practice violation.
t UCF has until Friday to appeal the
decision.
"The trustees violated their bar' gaining obligation, at least in part, by
., implementing out-of-a::ycle raises
without bargaining with UFF after
June 2003," ruled Jerry Chatham, the
Public Employee Relations Commission's hearing officer.
According to Stan Smith, who
teaches finance at UCF, the central
issue of the suit was the manner in
which UCF chose to hand out raises.
"The process to determine raises
must be bargained," he said. "UCF was
arguing that they were performance
based [raises]. The hearing officer
characterized them as non-performance based raises probably because
they didn't use the mutually determined standards. "
Smith explained that UCF was supJ
posed to use mutually determined
standards for rating prof~ssors and
deciding whom receives performance
based raises.
"[The hearing officer] didn't view
the merits of the plan, but he objected
to the way in which it was decided," he
.continued. "They changed the rules
..., after the game was over."
Much of the controversy is centered about the College of Business
Administration, where Smith works.
' He said that when the coll~ge handed
out its raises, it also mistakenly sent
out a datasheet that listed the evaluations. Those evaluations differed from
the normal, detailed evaluation form
that the professors were familiar with.
Based on the.modified evaluations,
four out of the previous top six rated
professors were no longer eligible for
raises. In fact, based on the new guidelines, the seventh rankeq professor
jumped to the first position.
Smith explained: "How would a
student feel ifhe sat through a semester's worth of a class and earned an 85
percent? He expects to gef a B, the
pre-determined ·and agreed upon
grade for that score. However, now
the teacher adds, after the fact, that

.1

PLEASE SEE

PAULA FERGUSON
Contributing Writer

Frustrated with the steady rise of'
gas prices, Florida's Attorney General Charlie Crist subpoenaed eight
major oil companies .May 25 launching a formal study into the
swelling cost of gasoline in Florida.
''We must make sure that these
companies are not unfairly taking
advantage of Floridians at the
pump," Crist said in a press release.
"The price of filling up has become
ridiculous. We will do whatever is
necessary to find out if the companies are violating the law while they
reap huge profits year after year."
Meanwhile, many UCF students
have come up With unique ways to
combat the "$2 per gallon gas struggle."
Cheran Zadroga, 20, is unemployc:d and fights to stay on the road.
Fifteen dollars used to fill Zadroga's
tank, supplying her with weeklO'ng
transportation to UCF. Now, $15 fills
just over half the tank - barely
enough gas to complete her 30.minute drive to campus and back
Escalating prices have also forced
Zadroga to sacrifice routine activities, like going to the mall. "I definitely can't afford to drive as much as
I'd like to," said Zadroga, a communicative disorder major. "I drive to
and from class three days a week If I
want to go anywhere else, I find
myself saying, 'No ... I'll have to fill up ·
on gas."'
SUV driver Candi Kreinbrink,19,
on the other hand, opts to carpool
Facing her lengthy drive to work
alone at the Hard Rock Live meant
spending $10 on a quarter tank of gas.
Now Kreinbrink and a friend swap
carpooling dates, a technique that
saves her $8 to $10 a day.
"I can't wait until those hydrogenpowered cars are for sale!" Kreinbrink said. ''But for now, carpooling
to work saves me at least $20 a week,
and I save on tolls too."
Rather than cranking the afr conditioning, Kreinbrink frequently
rolls her windows down to cool off
- a frugal tactic. She reports seeing
gas prices as high as $2.18 near the
Disney-Universal area where she
works.
But carpooling doesn't always
work out according to English major
Mark Copeland. Conflicting schedules have blocked this option from

---
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The prices of gasoline continue to rise in America. This Citgo station in Daytona Beach is one example of many stations now charging well above $2 per gallon:

Copeland's list. As a result, he's chosen to take online courses rather
than face-to-face sessions. He also
rides his bicycle when he can. "It
beats paying the price," Copeland
said.
Jaclyn Sullivan, 20, agrees, "The

gas prices are killing me. I'd cut down
on driving if J could, but between
school and work downtown, I can't."
Sullivan, a creative writing major,
admits to spending nearly double the
amount of money she used to on gas.
Just months ago, less than $15 filled

How much are you paying?
Locally, the average lowest price for regular gas is $1.91;the highest is $1.99.
The lowest for premium is $2.06, and the highest $2.19.
Citgo - E.Colonial/Dean Rd.·
Shell - E.Colonial
Sunoco - E. Colonial
Circle K- E. Colonial
Hess - E.Colonial/Forsyth Rd.
Citgo - Universify Blvd.
Citgo - Alafaya/Chapman Rd.
Shell/Citgo - Alafaya/McCulloch Rd.
Hess- University/Rouse Rd.

Regular

Premium

$1.99
$1.91
$1.91
$1.96
$1.93
$1.98
$1.91
$1.93
$1.91

$2.19
$2.11
$2.14
$2.06
$2.18·
$2.il
$2.13
$2.09

Sullivan's tank, but now she's paying
$20.
If carpooling isn't an option, students can still find ways to practice
efficiency this summer. The Web site
http:/ /www.fueleconomy.gov suggests:
• Avoiding rapid acceleration and
breaking. Savings include $0.07-$0.47
per gallon.
• Observing the speed limit over
60 mph. Every five mph driven over
a 60 mph limit will cost an additional $0.10 per gallon.
• Avoiding excessive idling. Idling
gets zero miles per gallon.
• Replacing a clogged air filter.
This can improve a car's mileage by
as much as 10 percent, saving up to
$0.15 per gallon.
• Keeping tires properly inflated
Under-inflated tires could add an
extra $0.05 per gallon.
• Not carrying unneeded items.
Carrying an extra 100 lbs in the trunk
can reduce a car's fuel economy by 1
to 2 percent.

SOURCE: CFF RESEARCH ON MAY 29

PLEASE SEE STATE ON A6
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NCAA rule change allows UCF to recruit 2 more basketball players
GREG GIDDEN
Staff Writer

UCF will be able to fish for
two more big-time basketball
recruits this year, thanks to the
NCAXs decision to repeal of the
controversial "five-and-eight"
scholarship rule.
The old rule prevented Division I men's basketball programs
from awarding more than five
scholarships in any one year and
~o more than ei~t in any two-

year period.
It's repeals means that programs will still have to abide by a
13-player limit for grants at any
one time, however wh~n those
awards are distributed will no
longer be restricted
With the "five-and-eight" rule
gone, UCF Coach Kirk Speraw
will be able to offer fwe scholarships next year rather than the
three allowed before the change. ·
"It's great that it has been
rescinded," peraw said refer-

f

ring to the "five-and-eight" rule.
"It allows us to pursue a full complement of players."
It is no secret that UCF is trying to add big men to next year's
roster. The loss of post players
Josh Bodden and Roberto
Morentin left an emptiness that
will try to be filled by newcomers Marcus Johnson and Anthony Williams, both listed at 6-foot8. However, now that more
scholarships are available, coaches can recruit
than just big

w.ore

men.
''We've been focused on post
players, but now this has allowed.
us to recruit perimeter player:s;•
said Speraw who said he had
recently signed his third scholarship player.
Speraw's only complaint was
the timing of the rule change most basketball programs are
already in the late signing period
of their recruitment drives.
"Unfortunately, the timing of
it [the rule change] is~t going

to help us in the short-term, only
in the long-term," Speraw said
"The [rule] change comes in the
heart of our recruiting period. A
lot of players we were recruiting
were snatched up by high-major
schools."
The only teams that will benefit immediately from the rule's
abolition are teams with new
coaches, high-major schools, and
programs on probation. Each
benefits from special rules.
New coaches can b~ in

more new players to help rebuild struggling programs
immediately.
High-major
schools have the ability to sign
players who may have been contemplating better offers from
smaller basketball programs
with more scholarships available. Teams that find themselves
on probation, such as Aubun\
will now be less affected by ·
scholarship sanctions imposed
PLEASE SEE '5/ftLoN A6 .

...

Around Campus

UCF's research boom equals big money

Book signing
Susan Hubbard, the associate
chairman of the English department at UCF, released her new
noveL Lisa Maria's Guidefor the
Perplexed, yesterday. She'll be
doing a book-signing from 1 p.in.
to 2 p.m. tomorrow at the campus Barnes & Noble BoOkstore.
Lisa Maria's Guide for the
Perplexe<jis a comic novel about
one woman's talent for making a
mess of her life while trying to
clean up other people's lives
(and houses). For mor{i! informatipn, visit http://www.susanhubbardcom

In, out and in-between
A group to discuss issues
dealing with homophobia, relationships, coming out, being out,
religion and family will meet at
10:30 am. tomorrow in the
Counseling Center Room 200.
Individuals will also be able to
share their experiences, struggles and victories in being gay;
lesbian, bisexual or transgender.
· For more information, contact Megan Greene or Andrew
Blair at 407-823-2811.

Job opportunity
The Multicultural Student
Center will be taking application5 for a student director. The
application is available on their
Web site http://msc.ud.edu and
the deadline for applying is Friday.
For more information call
407-823-0401 or visit the MSC in·
Student Union Room 305.

For business majors
The Career Resource Center

will be hosting a resume workshop specifically geared toward
business majors.
.
The workshop will be from
1.1=-'0 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Friday in
the Business Administration II· ·
· Room 208. It will focus on how
to highlight skills, activities and
education to secure an interview. References and cover letters will also be discussed Student can bri'ng a resume for
format and cont~nt suggestions
from qrreer counselors.
For more information, contact the Career Resource Center
at 407-823-2361.

Snag the job

MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer

Florida's universities gathered
$13 billion in research funds last
year. Of that figure, UCF raised
$89 million - the largest amount
in its history and three times the
amount raised just three years
ago.
'We're still in the beginning
stages, and we're younger than a
lot 9f them - b'!Jt we're growing
fast," said Tom O'NeaL the associate vice president ofresearch at
UCF.
He added that research
growth is paying huge dividends
to UCF, saying, "It brings in
money. It helps attract better faculty and better students. It helps
the community."
Florida's three highest funded
university research programs at the University of Florida, Florida State University, and the University of South Florida - all
have medical programs, something UCF lacks. To compensate,
UCF's research program has
adopted a specific strategy.
'We try to be good at a few
things rather than everything,"
O'Neal said.
That strategy seems to be
paying oft
Last year UCF earned the
state's prestigious Centitr of
Excellence incentive for its photonics research, which included a
$10 million bonus. Of the 18 Florida universities that applied, UCF,
UF and Florida Atlantic University were each·awarded one of
the three $10-million incentives.
UCF had hoped to receive the
award again this year; however
additional funding for future
Centers of Excellence was
trimmed from the state budget
this year.
Still,
UCF's
continued
research into optics and photonics will generate about $23 million in grants this year, according
to M.J. Soileau, vice president of
research at UCF.
"It's our most mature area of
research," he said ."The accom-'

plishments have been the most
significant."
He added that most people
don't realize that "almost all of
the research that we do is done
by the students, supervised by
. the faculty."
Another major part of UCFs
research is conducted by the
Center for Research and Education in Optics and Lasers
(CREOL) - which has accounted for about one third of UCFs
patents and is one of the top centers for lasers in the world
UCF's Florida Solar Energy
Center (FSEC) also contributes
heavily as a leading research center in hydrogen.and clean power
sources, and the university is
hoping to expand into two new
areas: biomolecular sciences and
nanosciences.
Said O'Neal: 'We really focus
on building world class expertise
in these key areas."
He added that a wide array of
research is crucial to the growth
ofUCF's program, saying, "[The]
overlap [between the sciences] is
where most of the creative stuff
seems to be happening. That's
where we'll have our best impact
on society."
According to Soileau, one of
the most remarkable outcomes
from current research is the production of medical products
from tobacco plants. "To me, it's
amazing," said Soileau. "I'm really impressed by the poetry of
that - that something good can
come out of something so bad"
As a result of UCF's research
· endeavors, it currently earns
$300,000 in royalties each year
from licensing several of its 150
different patents - focused
mainly in the area of optics and
lasers.
One product that UCF has
successfully created, licensed
and now collects royalties from
is the Gossamer Wind .ceiling
fans, which uses 40 percent less
power than ordinary ceiling fans.
It's currently sold at t Home
Depot.
StilL while patents are inipor-

tant for any university's research
program, O'Neal said that the
amount a university has is not so
important. "The patents are a
result of having great research as
opposed to the other way
around" In other words, it's not
the number of patents that
defines an exceptional research
program - it's the quality.
Soileau agrees. "It's icing on
the cake," he said "It's not what
we're really about. [Our] primary
goal is to support the scholarly
activities of our faculty and students. Not all research leads to
patents."
He does hope that the growth
of UCF's research program will
attract more top researchers to
the university. He compared the
recruitment of new researchers
to the recruitment of new athletes.
Athletes and researchers
want the same things, he said.
They both want state of the art
facilities and a chance to be on a
nationally competitive team.
And, he added, "Like top athletes,
everyone wants them."
Said
O'Neal:
"Good
researchers have to be the best in
the world We compete to get the
best. We all work together with
what we have. We try to join ,
resources with other universities."
In addition, O'Neal said that
research is not just about satisfying academic curiosity - it's
about creating a partnersh;.p with
the region. "We are engaged with
our community and our needs
are determined by our community," he said. "We want our
research to matter."
For instance, simulation and
training is popular in Florida,
therefore UCF chooses faculty
who can contribute in these
areas.
One of the Incubator's primary goals is to diversify Florida's technology, so that Florida is
not so dependent on tourism and
agriculture. "We're creating a
larger base of technology here.
We want a balance," O'Neal said,

"The high tech jobs are important for the higher salaries that gp
along with them."
UCF currently receives its
research funding from three different sources. About half of its
funding comes from federal
agencies, while one quarter
comes from state agencies. The
remainder comes from private
companies and foundations.
O'Neal is also the Chief Executive Director of the Technology
Incubator, which recently won
the 2004 Best Incubator of the
Year award by the National Business Incubation Association.

Incubator made $140 million
The UCFTechnology Incubator was
named the 2004 Technology Incubator of
the year bythe National Business
Incubation Association.
The four-year-old incubator has
helped more than 70 start-up companies
evolve and expand.
"We currently host about 53
companies, which is twice the national
average," said Tom O'Neal, director of the
UCFTechnology Incubator.This makes
UCF'sincubator the largest in the state of
Florida. Three other universities, FIT, UF
and USF also have their own incubators.
The Incubator is located in Research
Park, and has generated more than $140
million in revenue.
Philip Chen, ascientist and physician,
brought the idea for hiscompany,
Cognoscenti Health Institute,to the
incubatorin 2001.Today,with the help
and mentoring he received, he runs a
high tech health institute with more than
47 employees, totaling $4 million in
revenue alone.
"Business is the weak side of many
sdentists;the TechnologyIncubator helps
small businesses get established"said
O'Neal."We teach them about funding
and other basic [business) concepts.We
also help them form an idea of what they
want to be,"added O'Neal.
The Incubator provides one-on-one
mentoring to its dient companies,and
educates them through seminars.

The oldest-frozen sperm
produces baby
A 21-year-old sperm,
which had been frozen up
· until a few months agb,
has produced a test-tube
baby.
In 1979, the baby~s
father, then 17, was diagnosed with testicular cancer. He deposited · five
sperm samples befm'e
beginning a treatment that
would leave him infertile.
The father and his partner - ·
started using the sperms
in 1998, and finally in 2002
they became proud parents of a baby boy.
.
Physicians pelieve ~t
preserving sperm is a
valu;ible safeguard against •
future infertility.

,)

Managing Editor

..:;,i"~ ~rtying with Navy buddy
.~~ . Jeffrey He inz, 26, ran

'fr.'.lffi~~I\ two stop signs on College
·The 2003 crime statis- 1rfi1r· tf<fl;;J'll Park Trail on May 12 at 3:17
tics have been released by " .{f/,f,111 am.
the UCF Police Department. ·
Officer Clemont Punter.
This is the first year the statistics approached the
two-door
have included university afftliat- maroon vehicle and asked the
ed housing complexes Pegasus driver for his driver's license,
registration and proof of insurPointe and Pegasus Landing.
With the addition of the ance. Punter asked ifHeinz knew
apartment buildings, mar'i.y of the why he was being stopped, and
numbers for crime s reported Heinz replied that he thought so.
were doubled Even though there Punter mentioned the stop signs
are 6,000 beds on campus com- and Heinz said yes, that was why
pared with the only 2,000 in the he thought he was being
affiliated housing, Sgt. Troy stopped
Williamson of the UCF Police
Though Punter didn't think
Department credits closer ties to the driver's sp~ch was slurred,
the university for the lower num- he did think Heinz's eyes were
hers on campus.
glassy and he could detect the
"There are more programs for smell of alcohol on his breath.
people living in residence halls,"
The officer asked if Heinz had
he said. "They've got no drunk anything before driving,
restraints [across the street], you and Heinz explained that he had
can come and go as you please." four beers between 10 p.m. and 3
The statistics are available on a m. with a friend he didn't see all
the UCF Police Department's that often, because the friend
Web
site
at was in the Navy.
,
http://police.uc£edu/CrimeStatHeinz also said that he had
ic.h~
been in trouble in the past for

, Findyourpassion
'
Choosing a major that fits is
. the first step to finding a dream
· job. The Career Resource Center will be hosting a workshop
. on how to choose or change
· majors using interest and per' sonality assessments. ,
The workshop will be at ruo
• a.m. on Tuesday in the Student
. Resource Center Room 185C.

Let us know
The Future wants to h ear
• from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
. want your information to be
, considered for the Around
· Campus column, send a fax to
· 407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. The
. deadline is 5 p.m. Monday for
· the Wednesday edition.

alcohol-related incidents while
in the Navy but he wouldn't have
made the same mistake twice.
Punter asked Heinz to submit to
a variety of field sobriety tests,
and Heinz agreed, according to
police repol'l:s.
During the sobriety tests,
Punter noticed that Heinz could
successfully do the "one leg
stand" test, though there were
signs of impairment in the other
field tests. Heinz was arrested for
driving under the influence and
his blood alcohol level was later
tested at .086/ .089.

it before it started a fire. Punter
noticed the smell of alcohol on
her breath and asked how where
she was coming from.·
According to police reports,
Fox answered that she had just
come from Liquid Cellar, where
she had had one beer. Punter
then asked her to submit to
sobriety tests.
During the tests; Punter asked
again how much Fox had to drink
that night. S)J.e replied that she
had drunk two beers and a shot
of Tequila Mid-way through
another test, Fox said that she
couldn't do the test, she was·too
~ and just wanted to go
home.
Punter asked that she finish
the tests, which Fox· did. He
asked her if she knew she
shouldn't have been drinking
and she said yes.
She explained to the officer
that ofher and the passenger, she
was the least drunk of the two.
Fox was placed under arrest
for driving under the influence.
Her blood alcohol level was later
. tested at .047/ .046.

Less drunk is still drunk
A two-door brown car ran a
stop sign on College Park Trail,
while Officer Punter :watched at
2:46 a.m. on May 21.
He stopped the car on Alafaya
Trail and asked the 22-year-old
driver, Jennifer Fox,, for her
license, registration and proof of
insurance.
Fox explained to the officer
that she had turned into the parking lot because she had dropped
her cigarette and wanted to find

<!Central 1loriba 1uture

The left side of a UU\11
man's brain has been
shrinking for the past ten
years, and scientists have
no explanation for it.
Fifteen neurologists
have studied the case and
still cannot explain the
phenomenon. Diseases
such as multiple sclerosjs
and Alzheimer's diseases
equally shrink both sides
of the brain, but the right
side of this patient's brain
has remained intact.
The patient suffers
from loss of memory,
vision, balance, and has
constant
severe
headaches. A brain biopsy
at Mayo Clinic is planned
later this month.

A new study suggests
that pregnant women who
take aspirin may produce
sons with unusually low
libidos.
The study was done on
pregnant rats, which were
given aspirin two weeks
prior to giving birth.
Although the male offspring matured, their sex
drives did not.
•
Scientists believe that
this is due to the change in
the level of a hormone
named prostaglandins.
Aspir in lowers the
amount of this hormone
in the mothers, preventing
headaches or other aches
and pain. But, for the first
time it is believed that
drugs
that
low~r
prostaglandin
levels
inhibit the developme11t
, of male sexual behavior. ·

Police Beat
HEIDI A. DE VRIES

Man's shrinka9e
puzzles scientists

Apill-popping mom can
rob her son of libido

Crime stats double when apartments added

An interview can make or
break the search for the perfect
job. The Career Resource Center will help Students discover
what makes a great interviewfrom dressing for success to
; researching companies and
· from knowing the competition
to negotiating for salaries.
Frequently asked questions
will also be addressed during the
workshop which takes place
• from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. on
• Monday in the Student
Resource Center Room 185C.

Senses and memory
proved to be linked

•

Scientists have found
that although m e mories
relating to an event ate
scattered across tqe "
brain's sensory center1',
they are all marshaled by·a
region called the hippocampus.
•
If one of the senses is
stimulated to evoke "3.
memory, othe r senses "
related to that memory
are also trigger ed, arid
hence a vivid picture js
drawn.
"'
Scientists also believe
that smells are the most
resistant to forgetting.
- COMPILED BY NASEEMSO"!TI
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MON • THURS I lam - I Opm
FRI llam - llpm
SAT llam - lOpm
SUN 4pm • 9pm

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHING
f.ALL FOR PRICING
QUEEN

s35: s39~ s49~. $99~
BEDDING MART

9909 t
<comer 0tan &
IM Mon • Sat 10:00 • 6:00 • Sun 11:00 • 4:0:0

1

ca..oNIAl

EAST WEST EXPRESSWAY~)

+

Dine In •Take Out • Delivery • Catering

$ 15 99 : $13 99 :
•

I

•

,

Toppings $1 .50
I
Add $1 .25 for each
e~ch p i zza I topping - each p i zza

I addltlonal

TOPPING & 1 o

WINGS(orKNOTS )
1
& 2 LITER SODA
I

I

$1 5 • 95

I

1

I
I

I
I

$1 3 95
•

I
:

CHEESE PIZZAS
w / ONE TOPPING
&GARLICKNOTS
& 2 LITER SODA

$1 9 99
•

I
:
1
1

SPECIAL

·\

$ 99 SLICE
•

I

:
1
1

I 11:00am - 5:00pmONLY I
I
Pick Up Only
I

~-----------~-----------A-----------~

~----------------~
1 :r------------------FA LY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00 or MORE :

~----~----------------------'--------~
NO CHECKS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED •

PLEASE• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

+

l-

~.

••

Writing?

••

•
•
•
•

••

Class Assignments
•
Grou p Projects
Resumes and Po1tfolios
Scholarship/ Grad School Applications
+. Personal Writing

I

~-----------+-----------+-----------4
I 1 MEDIUM CHEESE I
2 M EDIUM
I SATURDAV I

I
PIZZA w / ONE
:
TOPPING & 1 O
1 WINGS(orKNOTS)
1
& 2 LITER SODA

'

+

got

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

CHEESE PIZZAS I CHEESE PIZZAS I

Mattresses sold separately st similar saving

~f
407J
249·2649
11
~
eotoniat
or
sot.. I ~

Undergraduate Students • Graduate Students • Honor.~ in the Ma;or :
Student Athletes
Pcga~-us Program
Business Wrltt:rs
.C!eative Writers
Edu.:.-.uion
•

407-706-0217tax 407-706-0256
r-----------T---•-------T-----------~
2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM: 1 ~~E;/~EN~E

KING

...

Because Writers Need R eaders

lunch menu available

MATTRESS SOLD IN SETS
FULL

UNIVERSITY WRITING CENTER

Italian Grill & Pizzeria

· /

OPEN 7 DAYS

TWIN

Week in Health

~~~V-i-'it-c-ni_r_w~el~'s~it~e=1o=m=a~k-e_a_n_a_p1_>0_m-tm~e1-11,~-·~··~•'
view a n1ap of our location, and
tlncl our hours of oper.ition.
<4<17 S2.j· 21'P

ht(p://www.uwc.ucf '

••

••
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!

r'

INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI,
WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
*1.9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 6/30/04

!

·' .
I

2003 NEW

2004GOLF GL

BEETL~
~~rbags, ABS,
p/Windows, P/l~l s, ~ ~uch Morel

p/Windows, p/locks, Side Airb~gs,

ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
& Much Morel

Keyless Remote, "' arm .

TURBO UIESELS
LEASE fOR
MONir~JMHs
AVAILABLE
FOR -. $ total down Includes 1st payme~t, .
* Leases are calculated. with d~· se See Salesperson for details.
0 sec deposit, tags, title an teen .
p£R MONTH +

$219

.,

.

411150 ooo Mlt Bomper-to·BUmPer wananw
: 51r16o'.ooo Mlle POWeruaiR wananu
}

.

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE

$13,888

• 4lr/50,000 • aumoer-~-BolRPer warranw
• 5'lr/60,000 ~'e Powertram warranw

\

2004 AH New GTI

2004 JETTA GL

p/Windows, p/locks, 17" Alloy~,

p/Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,

.

MONTH+
HS . •
FOR 48..
total down Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are ~alculated. with ~~icense. See Salesperson for detmls.
. ·osec deposit, tags, title an
SAR'I .

PER~ MONTH +
TURBO DIESELS
MONTHLY TAXHS
AVAILABLE

USNttt~J:f

FOR 48_NlO~!ta/ down. Includes 1st payment, .

Leases are calculated. with ~~· se See Salesperson for detat/s; .
0 sec deposit, tags, title an teen. .
.
.

*

,::mo

2004 NEW BEETLE

2o04ALLNEW
PASSAT ~~S

CONVERTIBLE

pjV{mdows~ p/tocks, Side Airbags, ~S,
Key\ess Remote, Alarm & Much More.

·.

Sll£CTIOHI

. MODllS
ituGE sat~
'
~~'
Wu:r'
ust•
8
AV.Alu ia.~------===

• 41ri50.ooo Mile aumoer-~·Bomoer warranw
•'5'lr/60,000 Mile powertram wamnw

.

.

Side Airbags, ABS, K,ey_less Remo e,
Alarm & Much More.

ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
& Much Morel

)

.

.. ~.....--

p£R MONTH + PASSAT WAOOHS
.
MONTHLY TAX S ARE HOW J!ERE1 .
FOR 48 MONTH .·
. $0·total down Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are calculated. with d r e See Salesperson for detmls. .
0 sec. deposit, tags, title an .teens .

p/Windows, p/locks, p/lop, lilt,
Cruise, (ass, Side Airbags, ~:~h Morel
Keyless Remote, Alarm &
MONTH +

GO toPl8SS!
~
PN\E~NTHLY TAX 30 TO CbOOS8 from
aMONTHS·
·
..:....--fOR 4 .
I down" Includes 1st payme~t,

*Leases are ~alcu lated. l tth ~~i~~~~e. See Salespersonfor detmls. .
osec. deposit, tags~ ttt e an
~o-Bumuer Warrant1
• 411150,000 Mlle aumuer- .

• 411/50,000 Mile BUmoer-t~umper WarraR\1
• 511160.000 Mle pgwertram wamnw

P&wertrmn wananu

• 51r160.ooo •

*Leases are calculated with $0 total Clown. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 6/30/04

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
We Can Assist You With:

~FIRST TIME
BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD

Drivers wanted~

rsf CREDIT

.

PROGRAM

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIAED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

At-e•·

,l

~·

·•• •1

•1-K•

:1e411
•WA·• =a•-N

4175 S. HlftfY 17-92.
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

401-365-3300 ,
_______

...._

-

SERVICE DEPT OPEN SATURDAY 9 - 5
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Avoiding sexual battery and what to do
NASEEM SOWTI

raped. On the contrary most times called Special K. These
cases of sexual assault against drugs have no color, smell, or
college students are committed taste and can be easily added to
On a recent Sunday morning, by a person the victim knows.
flavored drinks without the vic''Ninety percent of the time tim's knowledge. They can have
a UCF student was raped in her
off-campus apartment. On the the attacker was someone the a range of effects on the victims,
same night, another girl in a dif- rape victims knew," said Sgt. from drowsiness to unconferent place was raped, too. In Troy Wtlliamson, the crime pre- sciousness to death.
In a typical date-rape seefact, as yoitr eyes are gliding vention coordinator at UCF
over these words, the life of Police. "The main reason [for , nario, the assailant provides the
another woman is about to rape] in most cases is drugs and drink for the victim. As the victim becomes dizzier, he may
change as she becomes a victim alcohoL" he added.
of rape. Every 41 minutes and l2
The bitter truth is that drink- take her to an apartment, and
seconds, another woman is ing alcohol leads to a loss of unfortuiiately, in most cases,
coordination, poor judgment, anything from the time of conraped
"One out of every four slowed reflexes, distorted sumption of drink up to the next
women is sexually assaulted," vision, memory lapses, and even morning is a blur.
said Christine Mouton, coordi- blackouts. And being in the
"Don't accept alcohol from
nator of UCF Victim Services. wrong crowd will not help the someone you just met," said
The National Victim Center situation. "In 41 percent of all Williamson. He advised sturepents that 683,000 women are violent crime experienced by dents to only get their drinks
raped per year, and 133 percent college students, the offender fro'm a bartender, and not to
of college women say they had was perceived to be under the leave their drinks unattended
been forced to have sex in a dat- influence of drugs and/or alco"Many rape victims may
ing situation
hoL" read a statement from the have been drinking, but alcohol
Last year alone, 12,756 rapes National Crime Victimization is also a vehicle for [date rape]
were committed in the state of Survey produced by Bureau of drugs," said Mouton "What we
Florida. Roughly 40 UCF ' stu- Justice Statistics.
·
want the students to understand
dents (23 reported to victim
A major danger associated 'is that they should not blame
services, 14 to UCF police) were with drinking and alcohol are themselves ifthey become a vitamong the victims.
date rape drugs. According to tim of sexual assault," she
Upon hearing the word the National Women's Health stressed
'rape', however, it is a common Information Center, there are at
In fact it is this self-blame
tendency to think of cases such least three known date rape that prevents most rape Victims
as the recent Sunday morning drUgs: GHB, also known as liq- from reporting to the police or
assault, where a UCF student uid X or G; RohypnoL known as victims services. With only 16
was forced in her apartment and Roofies and Ketamine, some- percent of cases reported, rape ·
is the violent crime least often
reported to law enforcement.
One thing that both UCF
poli~e and the Victim Services
2003 was the first year Pegasus Pointe and Pegasus Landing
stressed was that the cases
were included in the UCF Police Department's jurisdiction.
reported to either department
1 are completely confidential.
Main campus,
''We are here to provide confi2001
dential services, and give [the
victims] options, so they won't
have to deal with the situation
Main campus,
by
themselves," said Mouton.
2002
Sgt. Williamson also stresses
that it is completely up to the
Main campus,
victim to prosecute.
2003
The victims will also be provided with counseling, support
and education by a victjm advoPegasus Landing,
cate. ''No one is going to find out
2003
anything, and no one is going to
judge the victims. It is up to the
students what they want to do
Pegasus Po!nte,
and how they want to proceed,"
2003
said Mouton
The UCF Police and Victim
0
2
3
4
5
6
Services also reminded students
of other factors involved in rape
*This chart reflects offenses/incidents that have been reported to: (1) UCFVictim Services, (2) Other law
statistics, most important ones
.enforcement agencies, or (3) Any official ofUCF.lncidents not reported to a police agency are not verified.
Some of these numbers may be duplicated.
being time and location. The
SOURCE: UCF Police Department
number of off-campus victimSenior StaffWriter

History of sexual battery in the UCF area

How can you help prevent
being sexually assaulted?
1.Be alert to your surroundings
2. Walk with confidence and trust your
instincts
·
3. Never leave a party with someone you
just met
4. Don't take drugs or alcohol, which
might doud your judgement
5. Be aware of isolated spots
6. Always lock your car and have your key
ready to use before you reach your car

How do you handle
an assailant?
1.Try to escape, scream, be rude, make
noise
,
2.Talk,stall fortime,assess your options
3. Ifthe attacker has aweapon, you may
have no choice but to submit. Do
whatever it takes to survive.
4. If you decided to fight back, be quick.
Tq_rget the eyes or groin.
SOURCE: Na~onal Womeni Health lnfonnation Center

izati'ons of college students is
over 14 times greater than the
number of on-campus victimizations. In addition, 71·percent
of off-campus violence against
college students occurs at night
(between 6 p.m. and 6 am.).
.
"If you go out to the nigl1t
club, have a buddy; don't walk
out alone at night," WtlliamSon
said. "We encourage ·students
not to drink excessively; be
aware ofyour surroundings, and
don't accept drinks from someone you don't trust," added
Mouton.
UCF has made many efforts
to increase the students' safely
on campus and in its two offcampus housing complexes - ,
Pegasus Pointe and Pegasus
Landing. Other than the Blue
Lights around campus, students
also have access to Safely Escort
Patrol Services. In addition,
there are 43 sworn officers on
the UCF Police force who patrol
the campus on a constant basis.
A victim advocate·is also available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week
"We are doing the best job
that we can. We try to educate
our new residents and work
with the management' [of two
off-campus housings] to make
the
environment
safer,"
Wtlliamson said

Faculty want raises on
par with Hitt's latest
Al

Trouard added that she
hopes that the hearing officer's
attendance is also going to be ruling will encourage UCF to
factored in. Now that student return more seriously to the
will receive a C, while his friend · bargaining table. "Perhaps a
- who also scored an 85 per- good benchmark for 2003-2004
cent - will receive an A, based would be the 5 percent that the
Board of Trustees found was
on this new rule.
·
"Now if you are the student reasonable for President [John]
who received an A, you might Hitt, on top of the $1,400 raise
think it's wrong and feel sorry he had already received under
for the other student, but are the legislatively mandated 2you going to object?" Smith percent increase," Trouard
wrote ·i n an e-mail.
asked.
"Surely if President Hitt
In his ruling, Chatham said,
"The sticking point appears to . deserves a raise of about
be whether the trustees will $15,000, an instructor with a
agree to negotiate the proce- salary of $30,000 deserves. a
·
dures for selection and also the raise of $1,500."
After the hearing officer's
dollar pot out of which raises
will be paid The latter affects ruling, UCF has 15 days ~o
the dollars left for other raises appeal. If they don't do so
and spending directly affecting before Friday, tHe decision will
come before the full Public
all the faculty."
Dawn Trouard, president of Employees Relations Comntjs·
UCF's faculty union, said that sion
Said Smith: "The real questhe rnoney at stake is important
to all faculty. She estimates that tion as we move into the future
UCF's raises spent at least involves whether professO'JS
$385,000 that should have been are going to be evaluated
handed out more fairly to all [based] on mutually accepted
performance standards or
faculty members.
"Essentially, the complaint · whether the money is going l:o
we jlad was that it's not fair to be given out at the whim of
,
do things that way," she added. management.
"This ruling is against the
"They felt that they could give
raises in whatever way they trustees," he continued. '(I
chose, because it was their right would think that those trustees
should be repr~senting the
to do that."
Chatham went further, stat- state taxpayers who wouid ·
ing, "I recommend the most want the money to be distribappropriate remedy is an order uted based on performance, not
directing the trustees to imme- ona whhn."
Provost Terry Hickey and
diately cease unilaterally determining the procedures for Lin Huff-Corzine, assistant vice
selection and unilaterally president for Academic Affairs,
deciding how much to appro- were both unavailable for compriate for non-performance · ment. They represented UCF at
the hearing.
based bonuses."
FROM

"Real Philly People making real Philly cheesesteaks"
Steaks• Hoagies • Fries •Salads• Kids Meals

check
10% offwithentire
this coupon

407-67-STEAK

w·EDeliver! ·

www.fomousphils.com

7542 University Blvd

On the corner of Universit and Goldenrod In the UniGold Sho in Center

UCF charges students maximum fine allowed
FROM

Al

dent invoices all state the payment deadlines for the summer
terms.
Still, the schedule was riot
listed on the POLARIS Web
site, which is the most used student resource.
.
In.light of the fine, many stu, dents have tried different tac-

tics to get their fee removed,
including storming into the
cashier's office or dropping
their classes entirely - hoping
to re-register without the late
fee.
By all accounts, neither
:qiethod works. The first
method will only result in a
quick ejection from the room
and the latter will still leave an

ugly late-fee blemish remaining: According to Monroe, the
only way students can have the
fee removed is to petition their
case to the Fee Appeals Committee.
There they must pr9v~ that
the university either made an
error or that there were circumstances beyond the student's control that caused the

payment or registration to be
late.
As for Stout, she plans to pay
the late fee rather than appeal
her situation to the university.
"I [don't] think they would
care," she said.
The Academic Calendar can
be found at http://pegasus.cc.
ucf.edu/enrsvc/0405.acad.cal.
html.

Nation and World
Police apologize to students over
alleged abuse by drunken officers
PERTH, Australia - A senior
police officer said Tuesday he
has apologized for the alleged
· abuse of American students by
drunken off-duty officers who
taunted them about U.S. involvement in Iraq.
The officers allegedly followed an American student to
his dormitory at Notre Dame
UniveIBity in the Western Australia state coastal town of Fremantle early last week Once
there,· several students were
forced ·to kneel on the ground
while being called Yankees.
"I certainly am embarrassed
by the situation to the point
where I rang the (U.S.) Consulate yesterday, expressed on

behalf of the Commissioner my
apologies and the apologies of
the agency for the behavior of
those police," said Tim Atherton,
assistant commissioner of Western Australia Police.
The off-duty police allegedly
made jeering remarks to the students about Washington's role.in

rraq.
Forcing them to kneel raised
shad9ws of the U.S. military's
prisoner abuse scandal in Iraq.
The students' identities have
not been released
The police allegedly followed
the American student after h e
had been involved in a fight with
one of the off-duty officers .at a
night elub, local media reported
Reports said up to nine.police
were involved, though pot all of

them were present at the dormitory.
Calls to the university after
school hours seeking comment
were not immediately returned
Atherton has appointed a
police superintendent and an
inspector to head an investigation into the incident
The apology came on the day
Australian Prime Minister John
Howard flew to the United
States. Howard, a staunch U.S.
ally, is scheduled to meet later
this week with President George
W. Bush to discuss the war in
Iraq.
According to its Web site, the
Catholic university, which has
about 3,000 students, is affiliated
with the U.S. school of the same
name in Indiana.

EMILIO MORENATTI I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Lieutenant General David Barno, Commanding General of Combined Forces Command in Kabul, answers journalists' questions during a press
\. conference in Kabul, Afghanistan, on Tuesday, June 1,i o04. The top U.S. general in Afghanistan on Tuesday pr~ised "rapid action" on an
.internal review of Afghan jails where at least three pi1soners have died, but said details of techniques used th~re will remain classified.

Master of Public Health
Earn this marketat>le degree
at Flo~ida's most prestigious
university!
•MPH Graduate program

TI1e UF College of Public Ilealthand Health
Professions now offers the complete breadth
of training needed for graduates to succeed
in the rewarding public health environment.

v ·FLORIDA
KABUL, Afghanistan The top U.S. general in
Afghanistan on Tuesday promised "rapid action" on an internal review of Afghan jails
where at least three prisoners
have died, but said details of
techniques used there will
remain classified.
The U.S. military ordered
the review last month as the
scandal over prisoner abuse,in
Iraq drew new attention to
long-standing allegations of
mistreatment in Afghanistan
Concern about U.S. jails in
Afghanistan centers on the
deaths of two detainees at the
main Bagram facility, north of
Kabul, in December 2002. Both
were ruled homicides after
autopsies found the men died
from "blunt-force injuries."
The military says it has ·
made unspecified changes to
its prison regime as a result of
the deaths. But the army has yet
to release results of its criminal
investigations.
The death of another
detainee
in
eastern
Afghanistan in June 2003 is also
undel'. investigation by the CIA
and allegations of mistreat-'
ment brought by two former
detainees last month prompted
two more investigations.
Some 2,000 prisonels in all
had been held at the jails since
U.S.
troops
entered
Afghanistan in late 2001, The
. military has resisted pressure
to open its holding facilities to
outside scrutiny.
, \I-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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State trying· to lower gas costs
· FROM

Al

In the meantime, Crist's targeted oil companies have until
June 30 to respond to the subpoenas. They must supply

records regarding the cost of
acquisition, production, inventory and the wholesale and
retail pricing of gasoline.
Crist.met with representatives of seven major oil compa-

nies in March to debate the
issue. Crist later urged the Legislature to repeal a 1985 anticompetitive gas law in hope of
increasing gas-price competi-'
tion in Florida

.,

(~

I

WILLIAM DUNKLEY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

Dannice Ross, one person affected by the increase in gas prices in America, pumps gas i'nto a fuel-efficient Suzuki moto~cycle.

Acura • Buick • Cheverolet • Chrysler • Dodge • Ford
Jeep • Honda • Isuzu • Kia • Mitsubishi • Saturn • Toyota

~.

and MUCH MUCH MORE!
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'5/8' .rule meant to protect players
FROM

Al

on them by the NCAA
Auburn recently had two
men's basketball scholarships
• taken away as a term of their
probation, but the repeal of the
"five and eight" rule lessens the
impact of these scholarship
• losses since there is no longer a
limit to the number of awards
handed out in any one or twoyear period. ·
Still, everyone seems to be
pleased about the demise of the
' "five and eight" rule. Though it
was created in an effort to protect players, many coaches and
players felt that it hurt more
than it h~lped
"I don't think it was accomplishing what it was attempting
to accomplish," Ron Wellman
told the Greensboro News &
Record. Wellman is the athletics

director at Wake Forest University and sits on the NCAA'.s
management council, which
proposed the rule's elimination.
The rule, which went into
effect in August of 2001, was
created in an effort to protect
players from the actions of
overzealous programs - specifically to stop coaches from cutting unproductive players or
pressuring them into transferring to free up scholarship slots. ·
Still, several instances arose
that undermined the practicality ofthe rule, such as Appalachian State University losing a
scholarship slot when a player
drowned the previous year.
"What . if a player leaves
because he's homesick or
because he wants more playing
time or .. ~ he drowns?" asked
Fran McCaffery, basketball
coach at University of North

Carolina at Greensboro, in the
Greensboro News & Record.
One Central Florida player is
realizing firsthand the benefits
of the rule change. High-school
standout Omari Williams of
Maitland was accepted to North
Carolina A&T State University,
but was not going to get a scholarship during his first season
because the program had
already awarded their five
allowed
Now that Division I schools
are not limited that yearly ceiling, Williams has received a
scholarship offer from North
Carolina A&T, as well as one
from Hampton University.
"That really helped," said
Mike Williams, Omari's father,
in the Greensboro News &
Record. 'We were looking at a
long road before that happened"
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407-382-9960

STUDENTS

Must Show 1.0.

7224 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL ,32807

www.mcc2.net

• whirlpool • water basketball • garages available

mGH SPEED 24--hour Internet in all bedrooms

tanning capsule

D)GITAL TV Programming With 60+ channels

n

D)4LIMITED local phone service (4 private lines)

WJ
It

ILL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm,
water, sewage, trash &pest control, gated access

UCF Shuttle Service Available
lch;ster (~) Jones , "After checking the other
1 apartments, I gratefully
1
I discovered Rlverwlnd. ff one
Is looking for comfort (size)
and B secure, friendly college
· atmosphere, this Is the best
living situation."

!

l

,,

" Community features are
excellent, and there are
exfrB..currlculsr activities
going on all the time."

"I've lived In Rlverwlnd for

two yBBIS and it has by far
been my best living
experience."

.1

Reserve Your Suite Today!

407-359-2815

eoJt
e-mtJd inforatl@riverwindapts.net ·
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Keeping You . Connecte

with Fa111ily ·& Friends •I
.

Get More

WHENEVER

Minutes

600 WHENEVER mi·nutes
Unlimited nights and weel<ends
No long distance or roaining charges
·
$39.99 a month
·
Additional Regulatory Programs Fee of 86¢ per line/mo. applies. Fee helps us recover costs associated with complying with government mandates and programs (whether or not used or
available). This is not a tax .or government-required charge. Taxes and other charges(including Universal Service charges) additional. Cancellation: If you are not satisfied with our service,
you may cancel within 14 days of activation with no early cancellation fee. Consumer Information: Limited-time offer; subject to change. 40¢ per additional minute. 5¢ per additional text message. Rates are for domestic calls. Coverage only available on our domestic GSM/GPRS network and that of our roaming partners ("Get More network"). Credit approval, $35 activation fee
and -1-year agreement required, with $200 early cancellation fee per line. Use of our service constitutes acceptance of our terms and conditions, including mandatory arbitration. Taxes, USF
and other charges additional. Unused allowances lost. Partial minutes used are rounded up and charged at the full-minute rate; cal!s are measured from when the network begins to process
the call (before the phone rings or the call is answered) through its termination of the call. Billing of roaming charges and minutes of use or services may be delayed. Devices sold for·use on
our GSM/GPRS system may not be compati,ble with other wireless systems. Additional restrictions apply; see brochure and terms and conditions for details. Calling Plans: Domestic long dis. lance (but not for credit card, calling card or operator-assisted calls) and .roaminQ are on the Get More network. Call Rating: Weekends are midnight Fri. to midnight ~un. T-Mobile 3-Day
Weekends™ begin midnight Thu. Nights are 9 pm to 6:59 am. Mobile-to-mobile minutes mea.ns a directly dialed call to or from a T-Mobile subscriber while you ·are on our domestic network.
Call minutes currently rate in the following order (as available): mobile-to-mobile, weekend, night, Whenever. Phone/Rebate: At participating locations. While supplies last; shipping charges
may apply. ,Mail-in rebate offer requires purchase of the phone listed and new activation on a qualifying rate plan. You must be on a qualifying rate plan when rebate is processed. Allow 8-10
weeks for check._Offers: Calling plan and handset offer~ require a minimum 1-year contract. T-Mobile is a registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2004
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Back on
the wagon
Rank of UCF baseball
in the latest

This past Friday, The Day After
Tomorrow, showed movie audiences

Collegiate Baseball
NewspaperTop 25

poll

27

Rank of Oklahoma
State baseball in the
latest Collegiate
Baseballlop 25 poll

.306
.314

OSU baseball's team
batting average this
season

2.83

UCF baseball's team
ERA this season

4.41

OSU baseball'steam
ERA this season

Briefs
The awards keep
• piiing up for pitchers
Matt fox and Kyle.
Bono as the duo was
• named to 5pons
Week/y's All-America
Second Team. fox
and Bono become
the second pitcher
combo to receive the
honor, joining Justin
• Pope and Jason
Arnold who both
earned the titles .
• back in 2001. Fox
was named Atlantic
. Sun "Pitcher of the
Year"and was joined
by Bono on the 2004
, A-Sun All' Conference First
Team.

Upcoming
~'Baseball heads to
• Tallahassee Friday
• with an at-large bid
r and the No. 3 seed in
' the NCAA Regionals.
~ The Knights will face
~ No. 2 seed Oklahoma
.• State at Dick Howser
• Field at 3p.m Friday
. ....Women's rowing
• will compete in the
IRA Championships
tomorrow in
Camden, New Jersey.

Quotables
"This is a great sign
that our [baseball]
program is
competitive on a
national basis. You
' see the future
Conference USA
members on that
board. We are rea I
proud to be a part of
that."
- UCF ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR STEVE
ORSINI

"Central Florida hasoutstanding pitching .
and if our pitching
can hang in there, it
should be a pretty
good matchup."
- OSU BASEBALL
MANAGER FRANK
ANDERSON ON
FRIDAY'S MATCHUP

"

There's no crying in
baseball, fans included

20

UCF baseball's team
batting average this
season

('

I

.
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Left fielder Dee Brown rips a single against Gardner-Webb at the ~-srn baseball tournament. Brown was one of three Knights named to the All-Tournament team.

1\vo bad eighth innings froze UCF baseball out of tournament
MATT DUNAWAY

the third, and the middle innings
"I clearly understand how
were silent
,'
· important it was to win this
Then UCF thought it had
game," said FAU Manager .Kevin
Troy9,UCF 7
delivered in the seventh scoring
Cooney. ''We got exactly what we
Elimination Game
wanted out of the situation."
four rups on five hits to go out to
Despite 17 hits from the UCF
a 7-2 spread. Second basemen
FAU drew the spread out to 7offense, the Knights lost a 7-2 lead
Matt Ray and left fielder Dee
4 on back-to-back RBI singles by
in the bottom of the eighth as
Brown, also named to the Allleft fielder Tim Mascia and first
Troy came back to snatch a 9-7
Tournament team, platted runs · baseman Rusty Brown, and
victory in an elimination game
on a base knocks to pad the·
pitcher Craig Hughes picked out
on Friday night
advantage to 5-2. Pinch hitter
the win with 5.2 innings of shutThe Trojans scored seven
Matt LaFlevr continued the big
out relief retiring five of his last
runs on seven hits and,gave UCF
frame with another single, scorsix.
a dose of its own medicine playing Brown, to give the Knights a·
"Right now we just can't get it
ing station-to-station baseball.
6-2 lead Butera added the final
done in the later part of the ball
Troy tallied six hits in a row with
run with a RBI-groundout to
game," said Bergman. 'We just
five of the six being singles.
extend the margin to 7-2.
gotta keep working through that,
Severi Knights recorded
Troy closer Nate Moore
but I'm not going to count these
multi-hit games, and the top four
pitched the final 1.2 innings for . guys out."
in the line-up went a scorching 9
Brown opened the scoring in
his ninth win of the season.
for 20 with five runs scored, three
the second giving FAU 1-0 lead
RBis, and three stolen bases.
Florida Atlantic 7, UCF 4
belting a .home run over the left
"I was really happy with the · Winners Bracket Championship
field scoreboard.
.
offensive output, but we're really
FAU used three errors by the ·
The Blue Wave manufactured
struggling closing out games,"
UCF infield in the eighth inning, . three runs the next inning to
said Manager Jay Bergman. "Of
and emerged with a 7-4 victory
extend the margin to 4-0. After
course, I'm disappointed right
getting hit by a pitch, Fiorentino
for the third time in four games
now, but we've got to rebound"
would move to second on a sinagainst UCF, handing the Knights
UCF took a 1-0 lead in the secgle by second basemen .Derek
its first loss of the tournament.
ond on a RBI single by catcher
"The game was really played
Hutton, and came· around to
Drew Butera who was named to
hard," said Bergman. "We had
score on double by Mascia.
the all-tournament team going
one bad inning, and didn't exeBrown picked up two more RBis
seven for his first eight in the
with a two-out single.
cute. Ifyou make those plays it's a
tournament.
whole different ball game."
UCF would answer the bell in
The Knights added another
With the score tied at four,
the home half of the third scoring
run to make it 2-0 on a two-out
four runs to even the game. Ray
throwing errors by shortstop
RBI single by center fielder Clay
put the Knights on the board with
Chandler Rose and reliever Tnn
Timpner.
Bascom put runners on first and
a RBI single platting Butera
Left fielder Brad Sheffield
second to open the Blue Wave
Timpner came across on a wild
drew the Trojans within 2-1 with
eighth. The Knights decided to
pitch whereas Ray used a single
a RBI single, but UCF avoided
load the bases intentially walking
by Brown to bring the Knights
further damage with a key dou- . pinch hitter Anthony Albano,
within 4-3. Rose kept~ momenble play on center fielder Adam
and right fielder Jeff Fiorentino
tum going for the black and gold .
Godwin.
with a RBI single to tie the game
capitalized with a sacrifice fly to
The two teams traded runs in
give FAU a 5-4 advantage.
at four.
Senior Staff Writer

UCF looked to take the lead
the next inning as Butera popped
a single up the middle, but Mike
McBryde threw a rocket· from
center field to get third basemen
Kevin Richmond attempting to
score from second.
After using pitcher Kyle J3ono
to close out the game Thursday,
Bergman elected to start Darrin
Newlin on the mound instead of
Bono. Newlin responded with six
strong innings punching out a
career~high seven strikeouts.
"It's a shame that he [Bono]
couldn't pitch today, but I think it
was better judgment to hold him
out to make sure everything was
all-right with him,".said Bergman.

UCF 10,Gardner-Webb 7
Second Round
For the second straight day at
Melching Field, UCF jumped out
to an early lead only to hold on
for a 10-7 win at the Atlantic Sun
baseball tournament.
''We just found a way to win,"
said B,ergman. "It's a good sign.
I'm suq)rised at the score of the
game for differe.n t reasons, but
I'm going to take a win."
On the second pitch of the
game, Timpner found .the leftcenterfield gap for a stand-up
double. Timpner opened the
scoring as Brown hit into a fielders choice. Brown advanced to
second on a passed ball, and
came around to score to put UCF
up 2-0 on a RBI single by first
baseman Ryan Bono.
The Knights kept piling it on
PLEASE SEE
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KNIGHTS ON A9

Baseball receives at-large .bid
Knights go back
to Tallahassee
for sixth time
MATT DUNAWAY
Senior Staff Writer

Central Florida came up on the
television screen as a three seed
early on Monday afternoon dur. ing the baseball selection show at
the Stoneybrook Golf Club, and
there wasn't a budge. A few
_months earlier there was pandemonium when UCF Basketball
sealed the same fate.
This time a couple of players
looked down while others adjusteq ~eir caps. Just like that a first
round game was set in Tallahassee·
against Oklahoma State on Friday
at3p.m.
"This was pretty much what
we anticipated," said Manager Jay
Bergman. ''I'm certainly glad that
even though we're staying in the
state for our fans; we're playing a
team from a major conference."
Some say the Knights deserved
a No. 2 slot, but the difference.

L ....L_--'.:._:__ _ _ _ __

_ _ __

between a two and three seed is
miniscule. The only difference is
what jersey color you wear and
when you take batting practice.
"I'm satisfied [with the seed].
You really have no control over it,"
said center fielder Clay Timpner.
'We're fired up, and we're ready to
play Oklahoma State in the
regional."
"I was just ·hoping that we
weren't going to go doW11 to
Miami." said pitcher Matt Fox. "If
we just play our game we should
be all right up there."
·
Timpner and Fox are two of
only five Knights with previous
regional experience. Fox pitched a
scoreless inning striking out two
while Timpner was 3 for 5 with 2
RBis against USF in the 2002
regional opener in Tallahassee.
Only left fielder Dee Brown,
designated hitter David Mann,
and reserve pitcher Burt Clark
have postseason experience. But
even with the lack of experience
on this year's squad, Bergman
knows the keys to tournament
success.
"We've got to play good
defense, and not make mental
mistakes," said Bergman. "The key
is to get 27 good outs. Ifs a simple

thing, and we'll try n~i to confuse
[our guys] with other M"
Here's a glimpse at who will be
. competing in the , Tallahassee
Regional with the Winner securing a spot in the NCAA Super
Regionals next week.

(3) UCF Golden Knights
(44-16;24-6 Atlantic Sun)
Last ten: 5-5
Last regional appearance:
2002 Tallahassee (1-2)
All-time NCAA record: 10-16 (9th
appearance)
All-time vs. Oklahoma State: 1-1 (1997)
·After missing out on postseason play altogether in 2003, UCF
has responded with a solid 2004
campaign. The Knights collected
another Atlantic Sun regular season title, and will be making their
ninth appearance in a NCAA
·Regional. This will be the sixth
time that UCF comes to the Talla-.
hassee Regional with the Knights
holding a 5-10 all-time record
Offense: For the eighth straight
season the UCF attack has hit over
300 as a team, and currently has
six players hitting over the .320
mark. Center fielder Clay Timpner leads the way with a 381 average, and has swiped 42 stolen

~----------..:._-~------------- -
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bases. Timpner also has the team
lead with 90 hits along with 66
runs · scored. Left fielder Dee
Brown is hitting .360, and has
knocked 76 hits to go along with
four home runs and a team leading 63 RBis.
Pitching: Matt Fox and Kyle
Bono have turned back the clock
to 2001 reminding many Knight
farls ofanother dynamic duo Jason
Arnold and Justin Pope. Fox and
Bono have combined for 21 wins .
.and 220 strikeouts. But that cari
only carry UCF so far. A ,third
starter and the bullpen will have to
emerge. Taylor Meier and Darrin
Newlin are 10-3 in 17 starts whereas Mike Bliek and Brian BrookS
are the leading candidates out of
the pen.
·
UCF wins if... the bats hold up
their end of the bargain. Bergman
knows what he can get out of Fox
and · · Bono. The question is
whether or not the bats can provi~ them with run support, and
get the big two-out hit. This was
the case· against LSU and Clemson However at Notre Dame, the
Knights were held to two runs in .
two games. And of course the
PLEASE SEE
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across America what the end of the
world looks like.
,
This past Friday, UCF 'baseball
was eliminated frorri the Atlantic
Sun tournament by underdog Troy
State.
Coincidence?
Unfortunately,
some UCF fans think not.
It seems like I ask this question
about once a month, but why is it
that every time .o ne of our teams
loses, a bunch of message board
marauders jump ship and . start
screaming for heads?
Sure, we were the top seed. We
were also the A-Sun regular season
champs. And we were the team that
gave up seven ·runs fo Troy in the
. eighth inning of Friday night's semi·
final game.
You know what? Things happen
Sometimes teams lose even when
we don't want them to. It's like when
a talented football team finishes a
season 3-9. It stinks, but we move on.
Want to know something else?
It's not the end of the freaking world!
The polar ice caps aren't melting,
locusts and frogs aren't raining from
a blood-red sky and dogs ?-Ild cats
aren't getting it on.
'
Our baseball team is still heading
to the NCAA Regional. Our baseball
team is still pretty damn good. But
people can't realize how great qf a
season we had and they're questioning the ability of our all-conference
players and our A-Sun "Coach of the
Year."
·
·
If there's one thing I know, it's
that you don't ever question a guy
like Jay Bergman.· You just don't. If
he shows up to the field wearing
nothing but a garbage bag and a
tiara, I'm still pretty sure it's·for a
good reason.
Every time I have to reveal the
silver lining to the detractors, I feel
like Ruben Studdard is using. my
head as a bicycle seat. What in the
name of Chad Mottola is wrong-with
· some of y~u?
This season wasn't even supposed to happen like this. A bunch
of us media monkeys handed the ASun title to Florida Atlantic before
the season started. But somehow
·this team of young nobodies banded
together to take the conference and
work the fans into a frenzy.
Sound familiar?
· I feel like I'm living the men's basketball team's streak-ending loss to
Troy State all over again. A beautiful
season is marred by a bunch of fans ·
that can't see the big picture.
It's not about winning a conference tournament.
It's about Dee Brown having a
brilliant season at the plate after
spending most of last season in a
slump .... and I know a few things
about being in a slump. Brown went
from being "that two-sport guy'' to:
that athlete we're all begging to stay
one more year.
,
It's about Matt Fox and Kyle Bono,
becoming dominating starters after,
spending most of last season in the
bullpen, and ending up as two of the:
:.
best pitchers in the nation.
It's about Taylor Meier, Matt Ray'
and the other freshmen showing us
that the team's future is in good
hands.
It's about the hundreds of sunflower seed-smuggling fans that
.received a nice surprise when this
team cranked out a 44-win season.
.It's about the Olsen twins turning
, 18 in ll days.
Most importantly, it's about fans
recognizing that things could always
be worse. We're not exactly Texas
just yet, but we're sure as hell .not
Lipscomb_
The treason has to stop. The UCF
baseball train doesn't stop for fans to,
get off. You get on and you stay on. .
Now sit back, nave a drink and relax.
Next stop: Tallahassee. ·

. tf
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Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com

t~ • ·
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Knight fans have to be heard in
Tallahassee.
UCF loses if ... the Knights
·don't fix their late-inning woes.
UCF's two losses last Friday at
the A-Srm tournament were due
to poor 8th innings whether it
was defensively in the field, or
on the mormd. In regional play
the level ofcompetition is raised,
and mistakes are magnified
being the difference between
winning and losing. What UCF
got away with against Georgia
State and Campbell will give the
Knights an early exit here.

(2) Oklahoma State Cowboys

(37-22;15-11Big12)
Lastten:5-5
Last regional appearance:
2001tfew Orleans (2-2)
All-time NCAA record: 123-71 (33rd
appearance)
All-time vs. UCF: 1-1 (1997)

-;j l

if )

OK State is fresh off a 4-0
weekend at the Big 12 tournament where the Cowboys used a
come-from-behind 10-9 win to
claim its first-ever Big 12 title.
The Pokes also return to the
Sunshine State after a 3-0 weekend here in late February claiming victories over USF, Stetson,
and Virginia Tech in DeLand.

MAIT DUNAWAY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman hurler Taylor Meier could hold the key to get the Knights to a NCAA Super Regional.

that can be worked around.
OSU loses if... lack of experience plays a factor. OSU has a
rich tradition with 19 College
World Series appearances, but
only one current player was on
the roster in 2001. Allen bripgs
previous experience from Ari-

zona State, but it will be interestir).g to see how these young
Cowboys respond in a road
regional environment with three
Florida squads.
FOR MORE TALlAHASEE REGIONAL
INFORMATION LOOK ON
HTTP://WWW.UCFNEWS.COM

Knights... respond right away against Gardner-Webb

•.

FROM A8

Matt Fox who finished six
innings of work with seven
in the second. The bases were strikeouts.
'
loaded after a Timpner sirigle,
Fox picked up his 13th win of
but Butera was out at the plate the season, and became only
on the next play, a fielders the third Knight to reach that
choice. Brown stepped to the plateau. Justin Pope and Jason
plate, and delivered a two-out · Arnold are the only other UCF
bases clearing double increas- pitchers to have won more
ing the UCF advantage to 5-0.
games in a season than Fox.
"It was 0-2 so I wasn't
UCF responded right away
expecting anything good," said in the seventh, opening with
Brown. "I got a hanging pitch, back-to-back singles by Ray
and hit it where I wanted to hit and Brown followed by backit in the gap clearing the bases." to-back walks by Bono and
GWU would fight back, and pinch hitter Marshall Bernhard
sliced the Knight lead to 5-3 in to push the spread to 6-3.
the sixth on a three-run home
''That's something you talk
run by designated hitter Billy about with the players all the
Mccarson. That would be the time," said Bergman. "Someone
only damage done on starter puts something on the board,

.,

'I

I

This is the furthest east that
OSU has had to travel for a
NCAA regional.
Offense: Six players are hitting more than 315, and one distinct advantage that the Cowboys have over UCF is that OSU
can hit the long ball Third baseman Josh Fields and right fielder
Rod Allen have posted 22
homers and 97 RBis this season.
Twenty-two is how many long
balls UCF has knocked all season, while catcher Jason Jaramillo is batting .360 with a team
high 51. RBis.
Pitching: Ace Spencer Grogan has made leaps and bounds
since a 3-5 season a year ago. The
Florida native has anchored the
OK State staff going 12-2 with a
2.72 ERA and seven complete
games. Daniel Rew and Thomas
Cowley have been solid to complete the weekend rotation with
Rew able to pitch in relief if
needed with a team-high three
saves.
OSU wins if ... the wave of
momentum follows the Pokes to
Tallahassee. OSU played its best
baseball of the season last weekend at the Big 12 tournament,
and is ll-3 on a neutral field. No
one wants to play a hot team in
the NCAAs. The only chink in
the armor is the Cowboys 4.41
team ERA, but with good hitting

and you came back to equalize
' it."
The seventh continued with
shortstop Chandler Rose singled to bring home Brown and
Bono widening the margin to 83, and Butera platted Bernhard
on another single to make it 9- ·
3.
.
"I was just trying to get the
barrel on the ball, and get some
runs around," said · Rose.
"Coach told us we needed to
score a lot of runs, and that was
a big spot in the game."
The Bulldogs would stick
around adding thr~e runs in the
home half of the seventh, and
really made things interesting .
in the eighth on a Ra! single by
second basemen Blake Lalli to

trim the lead down to 9-7.
That's when Bergman
turned back · the clock, and
inserted former closer Kyle
Bono from the bullpen.
"It was bleeding out there,
our relief pitchers were very
timid," said Bergman. "I
brought someone in that's
aggressive and takes charge of
the game."
UCF tacked on an insurance
run in the ninth as. Bono proceeded to retire four of the five
GWU hitters faced, and pick up
his second save of the season.
His first was in the season
opener against FIU.
FOR ARECAP OF UCF'S OPENING
ROUNDGAMEAGAINSTCAMPBELLGOTO
HITP://WWW.UCFNEWS.COM
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unique student apartments

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!
Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
·Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball _Pavilion
Internet Acc~ss

•

1805 Loftway Circle
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Wanted:
informed activists
D

uring the past week, the ·
Future has received

numerous e-mails and letters concerning the supposed
2005 draft legislation currently
in the U.S. Senate and U.S.
House of Representatives and
the lack of coverage thereof.
The legislation, called the
Universal National Service Act
of 2003, has many UCF students
worried that they will soon have.
to contribute two years of work
to "national service" - mostly
military duty - which will be
required of every man between
the ages ofl8 and 26.
·
·
· School would not be a deterrent to forcing each young adult
to becoming an army of one in
service of the United States. College-bound teenagers and twenty-somethings would still have
to contribute the two years of
service, though civil service, like
working at the p9st office, would
be an option.
Liberals are blaming the Bush
administration; many forwarded
: a popular e-mail claiming: '.'The
, administration is quietly trying
;to get these bills passed now,
' while the public's attention is on
. the election."
, Too bad these seemingly
;·ip.telligent, concerned young
'. adults who are fired up enough
· to send letters to editors oflocal
:.newspapers are too busy to look
up the actual legislation itself.
' IIistead, the wannabe activists
'. are doing no research on the

subject, which is a pretty e;:IBy
The Republicans, obviously,
one to find information on. A
realize something the recent
quick click on any popular
uprising of grassroots campaignonline search engine will turn
ers do not: the Democrats are
up some easy-to-find interesting making an anti-war statement.
information.
The congressmen sponsoring
the bill are hoping that the threat
For instance, the current
administration is not trying to
of sending sons and daughters to
push the legislation through.
war will inspire an organized
Democrats sponsor both bills.
anti-war effort amongst AmeriNot one Republican has signed
cans. They are hoping other
on to even co-sponsor a bill.
state representatives will underAdditionally, Bush's secretary of stand how real the war is if their
defense, Donald Rumsfeld, has
private-school-educated, Yalebound sons are sent to an
expressly said that there is no
, need for a draft.
increasingly unpopular war
Secondly, no one is tiying to
rather than faceless names.
force through the legislation.
There is nothing wrong with
There hasn't been any official
being active in politics and writaction on either bill for well over ing to local newspapers with
a year. The Senate bill, S. 89, has
valid concerns. In fact, college is
been stuck in the Senate Comthe time when everyone should
be deciding what they believe in
mittee on Armed Services .s ince
Jan. 7, 2003. Similarly the House
and what they're willing to take
bill, H.R 163, has been waiting
·a stand for. '
·
for an executive comment from
IBut activists must be
the Department of Defense sinde informed to make any sort of
Feb. 3, 2003.
impact.
Going back to the idea of
No one can take a certain .
Democrats sponsoring these two . position seriously if basic facts
are ignored or avoided it takes
bills, immediately a red flag
validity and credibility away
should go up. Yes, there are a
small number of Democrats who from the cause.
are for the war in Iraq, but the
Students taking up a cause
majority of pro-war advocates
should research it. Then, they
are Republicans. Considering
should take the time to put the
Republicans and Democrats frereasons for the cause in their
quently co-sponsor bills togethown words. Packaged stateer, it's odd that a Republican
ments from an obviou5ly biased
wouldn't extend an olive branch
source does little to convince
and venture to co-sponsor either real people with average intelliof the bills.
gence.
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Remembering
Memorial Day

emorial Day - what is it?
Is it a day to barbeque? Is
it a day set aside to steam
~.like a lobster by the beach, guzzle
•'frothy beer and then head home
.; - cursing the thought of going
: to work the next day?
; Honestly, it is probably each
· and every one of those things. It's
'.ia day to kick back and enjoy the
benefits of this great country. A
, day to revel in the freedom pur' chased for us by .t he blood of
those who came before.
Still, sometime in that revelry
·.we should stop and realize that
Memorial Day is also something
· much greater. It is a day to
remember the sacrifices made by
our fathers, grandfathers and
, great-grandfathers. It is a time to
reflect on the sweat and tears
shed by our mothers, grandmothers, and great-grandmothers.
It is·a day set aside to honor
•1 those who served our country ·:whether by holding a rifle in.the .
forests of Vietnam, by launching
· off an aircraft carrier in the Persian Gulf, by crossing an icy river
to attack the British on Christmas
Eve, or by storming the beaches
' of Europe in an effort to save
nations, freedom and an entire
race of people.
It is also a day in which we
should think of those who paid
the greater price of staying
behind - to think of those mothers who grimly waited for dawn
each morning so that they could
breathe a sigh of relief t~ see that
;
:. ·

American public or even a
their sons', their husbands', or
begrudging taxpayer. For the
their fathers' name was not
among the wounded, or worse.
most part, private donations
On this great weekend Ameri:- account for the memorial's existence - a sad reminder of a
ca did what it should have done
long ago - honor those men and nation quick to forget the sacriwomen who fought in the ~econd fices that accompany its freedom
and hopefully last great world
and opportunity.
So what's the point? Why the
war.
Nearly 59 years after the war's guilt trip about taking Monday
off?
.
end was marked by the Japanese
surrendering aboard the·USS
Maybe it's something to
Missouri on September 2, our ·
. remember the next time that senior citizen slowly motors down
nation finally honored and
the highway, crawling well under
memorialized the courage and
sacrifice of our World War II vet- the speed limit.
erans with Saturday's official
Maybe it's something to consider the next time we encpurage
dedication of the World War II
memorial in our nation's capital.
our politicians to cut health care
Liningthewallsofthememo- benefits for the elde~ly or illce
rial are 4,000 gold stars, each star away their ability to drive and
representing the sacrifice oflOO
live the kind of life they have
Americans. For those still riding
paid so dearly for.
their day off high, that's 400,000
Maybe it's simply a reminder
Americails. And while presidents that they too were once young,
vibrant and invincible - the way
and ex-presidents turned out to
we are right now - and that they ·
celebrate the day, few had any
hand in niaking the memorial a
spent that happy time ensuring ·
that we, in turn, would have ours.
reality.
Maybe, ju5t maybe, it's enough
Thankfully, our current leaders respected the solemn air of
to stop for a moment and considthe dedication and refrained
er. Those veterans served their
country not because of politics,
from interjecting politics and renot because of money and not ·
election bids into their speeches.
They didn't mention weapons of bec.a use of the hopes of something better,
mass destruction or the lack
They served their country
thereof. Surprisingly, they
re~ected Saturday and what it
because they could see all of its
inequalities and irijustices and
meant to the quickly thinning
crowd of those whose effort
,still know for sure'that they
made it a necessity.
would want nothing more for
their children and their children's
You see, the memorial itself
was not paid for by a grateful
children. and us.

·~.

BEN HENDERSON I CENTRAL FLORID~ FUM.t

READER VIEWS
Intelligence of UCF students

·

On April 15, the Future published a letter
I wrote about ·~rogate/' the controversy in
which UCF Board of Trustees Chair Dick
Nunis and President John Hitt donned Afro
wigs in support of star basketball player
Dexter Lyons. My letter referred to an earlier letter by Professor Kevin Meehan, who
was concerned actions like ·~rogate" might
undercut efforts to make "UCF more
diverse, inclusive, and culturally sensitive."
Several letter writers then alleged Meehan accused Hitt of racism. Since these
accusations missed Meehan's point, I suggested these writers "should sign up for one
ofMeehan's classes to improve their reading
comprehension." One of those writers, Chris
Buckley, took umbrage with this' suggestion.
Grandiloquently conflating himself with
the entire student body, Buckley in a May 12
Future letter characterized my suggestion to
these few writers as a "sweeping generalization" which implied all students are
"beneath" my "intelligence·level." To the
contrary, my impression is most UCF students are highly intelligent and comprehend ·
what they read far better than Buckley has
himself evidenced thus far.
In addition to a reading course, Buckley
1'lay wish to consider taking philosophy and
methodology classes on basic logic and generalizability.
..r
Buckley takes an egregious swipe at my
own field of public administration, asserting
"public administrators continuously put
their feet in their mouths by failing to comprehend the context of what they say, do,
and write." Public administrators tend to be
very diligent and competent professionals
with both feet firmly planted on the ground.
Buckley might remove one of his own feet at
least long enough to hop over and sign µp

for a badly needed inqoductory class on ·
government.
"Finally," he says, "the argument that an
Afro wig awakens a sense of minstrelry and
black face humor is akin to saying that
someone who shaves his head is awakening
. Nazism (sic)." Except for a few such as
Julius Streicher, the notorious "Gauleiter" of
Nuremburg, the Nazi leadership possessed
full heads of hair. Some class work in history
might enlighten Mr. Buckley about that, too.
When 'Buckley's Future letter informs us
"historically those who are insensitive to
racism have been condemned for condoning
racism through apathy'' does the shoe fit his
foot-in-mouth? Assailing others who are '
concerned about racism, he seems singularly
t unconcerned about racism himself. '
The same week as the ·~agate" incident, the property of a black family in Deltona was -badly damaged a second time in an
apparent act of racist vandalism. Where is
Buckley's outrage about this? My bet is
Buckley just doesn't think racism is his
problem. Indeed, as he smugly assures us,
"racism certainly still exists and always will."
-JAYD.JURIE

Hi2her wages encourages dropoutS

f-'~ writing in response to the artic1e concerning the minimum wage [Florida's bare
minimum gets scrutiny, May 26]. It appears
that Joe Johnson has not done all his homework. This is because while it is true that an
increase in minimum wage does not always
prompt an increase in inflation, the actual
effects are much more damaging to our
economy.
First, as the minimum wage increases so
PLEASE SEE READER VIEWS ON A11

lt'I)i

The Future encourages comments frnm readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCF.news.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4555.
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'What have you had to
give up to pay for gas?'

MAHNJRONWEH NAKLEN

BRADLEY K. QUIGLEY

WILL CHEUNG

Accounting

Humanities

Management information systems

"I have had to giveup more food and
extra miscellaneous materials.Gas
prices are ridiculous."

"Sex with my girlfriend because I
didn't want to spend the money to
driveto her apartment."

"Absolutely nothing.I'm 'a rich prick.I
actually like high gas prices, it keeps
the commoners off the streets."

I
I
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MICHAEL SCREWS

TYLER GRUMBLES

Marketing

Political science

:'Thenumber of hookersI could afford
now that gas is $2 a gallon hasbeen
reduced from six a week to five. My life
isnow in shamB!es."

Up until last week l'WasRon Jeremy's
apprentice. I couldn't afford to go to
Tampafor my first shoot. My dream is
now lost."

ANTHONY FURBUSH
Business

"Half my bar tab."
- Cf1PILED BY GREG GIDDEN (

(tntrctf '1oriba :funm
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READER VIEWS
And I am sure you are thinking more recently
of line backer prospect Willie Williams who ·
does the amount of people willing to work.
may attend Miami in the fall. I bet you a shiny ·
Thus, as there is an increase in entrants into
penny that football 'c oach George O'Leary. ·
the labor force, there is an increase in competi- would give up his left lung to have Williams ·
tion.for our jobs.
the 11;ext four years..MI also am willing to b.e t
But where do 'these new entrants come
that Miami has just as high, if not higher, gradfrom? The answer is much more alarming than uation rates than UCF in all sports - not 'just
one might guess. In fact, it has been shown
football. I don't like to bring up the past, but
again and again that the new entrants come
what was the main reason Daunte landed on
from high schools. Yet these aren't part-time
UCF's lap? If memory serves correct, his acajobs. This increase is from new high school
demic profile was not the greatest and was
dropout!i who apply for full time positions! A
closer to being the least. Lastly on ethical stu- •
recent study by the Center for Adolescent
dent athletes, do you think that last year the
Research showed that everyl ime minimum
UC~ football players that were suspended only '
wage is increased, the number of 16 to 17-yearforged an excused absence form? If so you are
olds enrolled in high school drops by 1 per' severely kidding yourself. While Miami does
(cent. This is because these teenagers are realhave its share of student athletes like Andre
.1izing their opportunity cost of staying is
Johnson who do not care too much for class,
school increases and, for some, it simply gets
they also boast the likes of Matt Walters who
too high.
received a graduate degree in engineering
I What this means for our economy is .terrify- while being an important starter on their
defensive line.
\ling. As the ]1umber of high school dropouts
I:.ook, I don't necessarily mind so much that
1increases, the nwnber of colle,ge applicants
you labeled Miami as thugs as I know they can
1and, therefore, graduates, proportionately
1ldecreases. Thus, there are less cellege gradufend for themselves, but reading this statement
,ates in the state. If it continues for a number of combined-with hearing ''Y~ees suck'' the
ears, Florida Will end up with .a comparatively other night at a Tampa Bay Devil Rays game
s~ skilled labor force. It is, in effect, a way
while they were playing the Red Sox just lets
\to push our state towards an economic crisis.
me rethink that fans of schools, teams, etc.; ·
Wha.t a low minimum wage doe~ is serve as should root positively for themselves rather
a deterrent for possible high school dropouts.
than bash others. Pay attention Bush and
' ;Let's show them that we care by leaving the
Kerry!
rminimum wage where it is.
·
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'Ignoring criticism puts troops at hfilm

FREE·

'

Prolessionil

car ·Vlash wilh '
Oil Channel
Jµst off the corner of .
University and Goldenrod.
~!4

I

We are the Jiffy Lube Franchise of the Yeat!

~

thiversity Bl.""1

~ !!/

E3st CblcrJial Drive

I have {?een reading the recent letters pubAs someone with several frienas and
.
lished in criticism of the professor who spoke
extended family in the war effort, I'd like to ~
against the Israelis. While I happen to general. ly agree with any oppressed group of people, I
explain to you how much it pisses me off
when several people unthinkingly speak about was appalled at the rationalization that
.· 4ow "we're in the right" about the prisoner
because the Palestinians were using suicide
abuse scandal, and that we should ignore all
bombers they were the same. They are not the
other criticism. Well, in response to tha,t wellsame. They are fighting for their homelands ..
thought-out statement, let me tell you how
and resisting an.oppressive invader. That
quickly bad news travels and the effect it has
Americans don't see that blows my mind. I can
on soldiers/students like Kenneth Chambless
only imagine what it would take for me to con- ·
(Army Reserves/mathematics).
sider what would have to happen to my loved
If you do not come down hard on critical
ones in order for me to be willing to strap a
acts, and show the world that you really care
bomb to my body and commit suicide to kill
about the people you're occupying - you
those I hate. You would have to bulldoze the
immediately give·them license to· chuck rocks
home of my mother, father, children, take away
at you, take a pot shot; rig up bombs or maybe
my right to vote and ability to peacefully over- ··
coordinate a suicide attack - you know, just to. throw my government, kill my innocent
presumably even up the score. If you do take
• friends with missiles, or something else that
~he criticism seriously, and show that you are
very well resembles hpw Palestinians Cl!e treatnot about to let the people of Iraq (or anyed in Israel.
,.
where else) ever become recklessly endanI am, however, appalled by the lack of disgered and without a paper trail for assurance
cussion of the torture, rape, and abuse of Iraqi
(!)fa job well done, you show that any of the
prisoners who have been charged with no
horrible things we've read about or seen on
crime. One must go to papers outside the UnitTV rec~ntly are themselves actions of enemies ed States for any semblance of objective
to America, that they are not inditative of the
reporting about women and men being torwhole Army but acts of traitors and selfish,
tured, raped and abused.
spineless bastards, in short.
·Another interesting note: the woman in the
Any time someone continues to keep our
picture that is becoming famo~ amongst
soldiers in harm's way by these methods, that
those paying attention is a corrections officer
person helps pull the trigger on our next ~olhere in America. Imagine that: the average
black male spends one-third of his life in a jail
dier. Don't say that our actions are immutable,
immediately justified and beyond examination. cell being treated probably the same way as
·Don't prevent those from getting what's comthis by "corrections" officers in America. Close
ing to them by allowing good, honest troops to to 3 million people are now being managed by
share the blame.
·
folks just like that. I am sadly looking forward·
to
the day when young black males are strap- MATT SHANNON
ping bombs to their chests and throwing moloI
tov cocktails at police precincts. After all, we
Sports music not fair
·
·
take away their right to vote, we throw them in
w~ disappoint~d while reading the sports
'cages where these military types abuse and
article today ["Music to my ears," May 19] that
torture them, and then we are brainwashed by
·you h,ad to stereotype the University of Miami
the media into believing that they deserve this
as criminals by suggesting that "Jailhouse
racist-treatment. My country disgusts me lateRock" should be played every time UCF takes
ly. For information on why black males are
_them on. As a new UCF alumnus from Miami I portrayed as·such by our media, please check
am well aware of the Hurricane's past scanout "The Culture of Fear: Why Americans Are
dals. I am sure you were implying the UM
·Afraid of the Wrong Things" by Barry Glasner.
football team, namely the ones under Dennis
God bless America, and no place el~e.
Erickson. The program was cleaned up consid,-ANTHONY LORENZO
erably under the Butch Davis administration.

·--------~--------~-------------~I

Jiffy lube signature oil change

• Check & fill·transmis• Change o~ with
Pennzoil (up to 5 .quarts
sion I transaxel fluid
• Install new oil filter
• Check. & fill
• Check air filter
differential fluid
• Check wiper blades
· • Check & fill power
• Vacu.um interior floors
steering fluid
• Wash exterior ·
• Check & fill windshield
windows
washer fluid
• Check brake
• Check & fill battery
fluid level
as required
• Lubricate chassis
• Inflate tires to
as required
proper pressure

The University of Central Florida, Divisio~ of Continning Educatio°'
is proud to announce the addition of comp.u ter courses and IT
.certifications to our already existing_programs. Classes are offered
both at our Research Pavilion Building, located ]lalf a mile from.UCF's
main c~mpus and on Lee.Road i mile west ofI.;4•
I
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Word Basic and f..dvanced
Excel Basic and Advanced
PowerPoint
Access Intro and Advanced
Internet Marketing ·and Web Page
Design
Intrqquction and Advanced
HTML ·
·

I

./

.

./ A+ Certification
./ 'M icrosoft Certified Systems
Engineer (MC-SE) .
./ Certified lntemet Webrnaster
(CIW)
£ Microsoft Certified Datab<:l~e
Administrator (MCDBA)
./" Microsoft Certified Solution
Developer (MCSD)
I

.

Dist:ounts available for UCF students, faculty and staff.
Additional tuition assistance also available·

For dates, prices and locations:
Please call {407) 882-0260
Or visit our website at: Www.ce.ucf.edu
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(1t~ my pleasure to have been a client of The

Citiz{ns Bank of Oviedo for the last ten years:
You h~lped us when few others would. People ·
call Toucan Willie's the 'Cheers' restaurant
because everyone knows your name. we call The
Citizens Bank the "Cheers" Bank because ofthe ,
·excellent service we re(eive. Im proud to be a .
client o/The Citizens Bank ofOviedo.".
'

Chris Cascio
President

Toucan Willie's Restaurant

Terry Vmgv-of1he
Citizens Bank
'
- efOIMdo,
~-

/.efi.. with Onis Cosd.o

Chfer~

To Better.Banking.

· • Most decisions.within one, week

, .!

COMPUTE.R TRAINING NEAR YOU

·a

'

'

Not valid w ith a ny other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be p resented
_at time of service. O nly valid at this lo cation : 9 ffer vaiid on most ve hicles . .

God bless Ainerica

'lil

;;;!

156 Geneva Dr.
407-365-66 I l
.Member.. FDJC

IOAbttya~ Bild

Marketph\ce·Mall

8305 Fall3ugl.ake&I.

407--365-2212

407-365-6611

407•366-4868

I www.cboviedo.com

CLASSIFICATIONS
100 Help Wanted: General '
125. HelpWanted:Sales/Marketing
150 HelpWanted:Part·Time
175 Help Wanted: Full-Time
200 For Rent: Homes
-225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:General
325 ForSale:Automotive
3SO ForSale:Homes

••

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students .
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

1

Babysitter needed for 2 YR old in UCF
area. Pays $5/hr, exp. reqd, flex
schedule, must have own transportation.
Please call 321:356-6386 or
shivli.e@hotmail.com.

•

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound.student start- Fall 2004 Tues
and Thurs 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
PC skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net.
Bartender Trainees Needed!
No experience necessary. Up to $300
per shift. Flex, schedule. Call
1·888-327-4842. Dept. B630
SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!
Perfect fcir students. Flexible work from
home or school. FT/PT. Make your own
hours. (BOO) 830-8066.
., _ _ _ _N_e_e_d_P_r_e--K- &_A_s-si-st-. - - Teacher with experience,
UCF area. 407-34U-4221.
Are U tired of working
& making someone else rich?
Earn what you're REALLY worth!
. www.ultrahome.biz
Attractive, thin females who ~make daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.
EGG DONORS WANTED!
Fee for donation. Women must be 18-30.
Call for Application.
Steven Litz, Attorney (317) 996-2000.
Lie# 10328-49.
~
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Services
Retail
Evenb: Campus
Evenb:Greeklife
Evenb: Off.Campus

600 Travel '
700 Worship

.

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday.- Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax:.(407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFne'.V$.com

5 p.Ih. Mo)l. fo1· Wed. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road., #200
Orfando, fL 32817

WANTED: Workers for church nursery.
If you enjoy caring for children age 3 &
under, are looking for flexible, PIT work
that pays well, please contact Jennifer
Crone, Nursery Coordinator at St. Luke's
Cathedral in downtown Orlando. Email:
stlukesnursery@hotmail.com or (407)
·
849-0680, ex1. 216.
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
people. Educ. a plus. Fax
bright, good
resume wl pay request to 407-658-6103.

wl

Babysitter wanted Tue. 8-4:.30
pm. Early childhood education major
pref. Experience and references. req. To
start in Aug. or earlier. Please call
Debbie at 407-977-4882.

Q..

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasona,I
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131 .

.

ROCK N' ROLL ATMOSPHERE!
Fun place to work! If your not making
$400 to $600 (to start) a week and would
like to, Call 407-679-1001.
Art sales. Will train.
Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
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Established Janitorial company in
Longwood looking for motivated and
energetic person. PT or FT. We will
train. Good pay. Send resume to:
Wecare78@hotmail.com.

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, .Check,
Master card, VISA, AMEX

1 week:
4weeks:
12 weeks:

$15/wk
$14/wk
$1Ywk

Bolding:
Large Headline:

$1/wk

$1/wk

!001

~

$10/wk $6/wk
$5/wk
$9/wk
$4/wk
$8/wk
$1/wk . $1/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five line s, ?5
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

, .

Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2bd/2ba. 1,200 sq. ft. Vaulted ceiling and
W/D. Rent $675/mo. Deposit is $600.
Call 407-671-16.36 or 321-228-2311 .
www.collegerentals.com .
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!
Roommate wanted for a 4/2 home. Close
lo UCF off McCulloch. Home 1ully furn.
except bedroom $470/mo. incls. utilities,
W/D, Cable, Roadrunner. 407-281-0849
or 561-312-9411 .

c,:;,

No sec. dep. 2 F needed tb take lease
starting Aug. '04. $526/mo. at /
Jefferson Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free
tanning, Internet, 8 HBO channels, &
pool and spa. Call 321-720-7665.
One bd of 4/4 at Jefferson Commons
avail. now. Pool view apt., move-in
special incl. covered parking; free 29"
Phillips TV, Phillips DVD player. Jilst
$410/mo. F student only: Call Tessa @
352-551-6728 .

~ ,

UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
WWw.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Room avail in 4/2 house close

. \ to UCF. Large backy~rd, hot tub,
W/D, lawn care. Phone, digital cable,
high-speed wireless internet &
storage incl. $400/mo. + 1/4 util.
Call for info. 32.1-230-0658.
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

Clean and Responsible
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All
util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay
at 954-701-3806.
Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet
neighborhood. 5 min. form UCF. Pool,
DSL, cable, util. incl. $400/mo.
Call 407-971-1573.

. \,. I

Room for Rent. $400/mo. util. incl.
including basic cable. Sec. Dep. w/ cable
Internet access. Behind UCF. 10 min.
drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of land.
Call Steve at 407-267-4982.

PLANNING AHEAD
FOR SUMM/FALL HOUSING?
Gorgeous 4/2 on lake. Eastwood area
avail 7/25. $1250/rno + Dep. Min 6 mo.
lease. Please call 407-579-7590
UCF/Waterford Lakes area
New waterfront townhouse. Gated.
2 bed, 2.5 baths. Garage.
Walk-in closets in bedrooms.
Washer/Dryer. 407-359-2058.

r.

ACROSS FROM WATERFORD LAKES
TOWN CENTER .
·3bd/2 1/2ba, fully furn., except room to
be rented .. W/D. Gated. $400+util. Avail..
Now! Call 301-526-0829 ask for Kobia .
Room for rent in 3 bedroom house.
Waterford Lakes area. Must like cats.
No parties: $550 util. incl.
Call 407-282-7560 .
. 2842 Bolton Bend, 32.8H.
3/2 w/ family room. Mins.. away from
UCF. $1195/mo. Avail. August. Call
407-383-0225. For more info
visit http://W)"'W.clphomes.com.
Oviedo/UCF- 3/2 + loft. Scrn patio, large
fenced yard, tile. $1100/mo. $500 sec
dep. First, last and sec. at signing. Avail
immediately! Contact Travis at
' 407-484-2659

<

Female in wheel chair needs assistan~e
with daily living activities. Nights and
weekends starting ASAP. Call
407-835-8190.
Gymnastic and Tumbling Instructors
wanted. Prior exp. req., must work
well with kids in a positive
atmosphere: $8·$15/hr. Call
407-679-6620.

CONDO - Hunters Reserve, upstairs
comer unit. 2 bed/2 bath. $850/mth.
Washing machine and vaulted ceilings in
unit. Largest floor plan. No pets.
Available in June. Call 407-230-2219

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom ·
Floor Plans
W~ Take Co-Signers!

t <·

c,'

Rate of pay $8 per hour. plus c
OppoJ1unity to·ear: BIG.

I

~< I
I. <

Fantastic opportunitY for career minded 'ndividual to , or
lively en ·ironmen se r g excitin C u'se Vaca ions.
;

~
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~
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FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
•

••
••..•
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I

PT Cleaning/Supervision
EVES. Cleaners pay $6.50-$7.50/hr.
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr.
Looks good on resume, flex hours must
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481:0180

·-
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SUMMER, SCHEDULE:

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

999 Lost&Found
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In Person: University Court, Suite 115
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER ADRATES

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for 4ealthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants wiH receive:
• ~4 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

('

,

Call Today
407-823-5163
, ,. fl
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Crossword
F roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet,
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail.
Aug. Furn. if needed. Call 407-828-2664
.daytime or 407- 298-1263 aft~r 6 p.m.
F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country.
Clul:). Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
' $450/mo. 13 ml. ~rom UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-384-6244 for more info

,.

'2 rooms avail. In 4becl/2.5 bath
home 10 min from UCF. Fully
furnished with W/D. $350-375/mo.
plus 1/4 util. Avail. immed.
Call Travis at 321-287-3243.
Female roommate needed ASAP for
2bed/2 bath.apt/home on Dean and
Colonial. PIT student only. Christian
preferred. Orily $310/mnth. plus 1/2 util.
Call 321-274-2277.

••

.Female student roommate needed for
brand new 3 bed 2 1/2 bath villa @
Waterford Lakes. $425/mo + util. Move in
Aug '04. NS & clean a MUST! .
.
'\
Call Lisa @ 954-648-1600

~

.2 clean, quiet and NS roommates
wanted. 3/2 home In UCF/Suncrest
area. Unfurn. bds. $500/mo. Incl.
util., W/D, cable, phone, and scrnd
porch. HS lnternef separate. Avail.
.., NOW!!! Email: kleinst_42@yahoo.com
with name and number.
;_ 2 'roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
!I pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
~ plus util. Fully furnished with wir!'!less
· cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
t comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
lot Incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
u 239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.

ti

~~·....,....-,----=~~~~~~~~~~-

,,

l

""" Avalon Park: 2 rooms avail. in 3/2 town
~ home. Fully furn. living area. $450/mo for
t1 downstairs, $500/mo for upstairs+ 1/3
util. Cable incl, adj comm. pool, flex .
1o> 1feases, no pets. Please call 407-489-8127

:J

= -·

~~~~~~~~LOOK

:;_ 2 rooms avail. in ~ large house close
Iii to UCF. Incl. in ground pool, WID,
;. full kHchen. $350/mnth. + split utll . .
Call 407-641-4205.
'

t

UCF area , 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. every1hing. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.
Female Roommate for room in a 3
bedroom 2 1/2 bath house: Every1hing
included DSL, cable, phone, electric.
$465/mo. No lease. 8 minutes to UCF.
Call 407-761 -1270.
'
Room avail. in 3/2 house close to UCF in
Oviedo. Twin Rivers subdivision. M/F.
1 unfurn. bedroom, W/D, kitchen
appliances, $425/mo util. incl.
Call Arthur a.t 407-376-8715.
MOVE IN MAY 15th
2 roommates rieeded to share 3/2 house.
$500/mo incl all util & internet, 10 mins
from UCF, 1O secs from Valencia. fenced
in yard, & pool. 407-737-6700
F roommate wanted in a 3 I 2.5 new
condo nex1 to Waterford Lakes Plaza.
Security system, gated and pool. Rent
$400 + 1/3 utilities. Contact Lauren at
babu_0331@yahoo.com.

2 Rooms for Rent, $460 Each
4/2 2-yr old house, 4 miles from UCF
seeking clean, quiet, Non-smokers
Include Utils, W/D, broadpand, phone
Avail 6/1/02, cal! 407-207-8548.

Furnished room available now iri 313 apt.
at Pegasus Landing. $350/mo. Lease
until end of July. Non-smoking female
preferred. All utilities incl. & free HBO.
May rent is Paidlll Call 407-489-6747.
1 bedroom in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
·- Female only. NS. $485/mo. all util. incl.
W/D, 3 HBO's, and private bath. Free
' shuttle to UCF. Avail. ASAP. Call
Courtney at 407-435-9632.

View all classlfleds .onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com1

2 great rooms avail. Aug., near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease..
•Call Sherry / Todd@ 954-7!)3-2247.

LOOKING TO RENT/BUY

F needed for master bdrm/ private bath
$370/mo. + 1/2 uti!. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAP!
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.

1bd/1 ba in 4/4 at Jefferson Commons.
Old Renewal rate only $485/mo.! All util.
incl., 3rd floor, tennis ct. view. Free
. shuttle to UCF. Beautiful pool. Call
Anthony at 954-461-6939.

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in new
4 bedroom tiouse, new neigh. Lg. rooms,
to back yard .faces preserve. House furn.,
,,. bedrooms not. Sec.. sys., high-speed
wireless Internet, cable t.v., 77CH
$525/mo. all util. incl. 954-349-1580.

No Place Like Home

College Students only. 1 room available
in 2/2. No move-in fees! $58?1/mo, 10
month lease, includes all utilities, fully
furnished Available ASAP. Please call
727-798-0238

at Pegasus Landing. Save $15/mo by
subleasing. $475/mo. includes
every1hingl Free shuttle to campus.
Avail. June 1st. Call 407-362~2505.

Furnished room avail. 3/3 apartment
at Pegasus Landing. $475/mo. 1 year
lease. M/F. All utilities Included.
Great roommates. NO MOVE-IN FEES.
Available ASAP. Call 727·534:3052.

"

2002 Lexus IS 300 Silver
23k miles. Fully loaded. Navigation
System. Automatic with sport shift.
Excellent condition. $25k OBO.
Call 407-973-6865.

1/1 in your choice of a 4/4

Apartment $125 OFFI
Riverwind apartments: pool, jacuzzi,
gym, game room. Own bathroom/large
kitchen/utilities included/balcony. $375
(usually $500) Call Kellen
(727) 504-8420

•

Sublease @ University House, avail
ASAP $418/mo. includes all utilities,
ethernet, 3 HBO's, and free UCF shuttle.
. Minutes from UCF!
Please call 850-418-5855.

FIRST TWO MONTH'S RENT FREElll
F only. 4/2 loft-style apartment, fully
furnished. Pool view. Jefferson Lofts.
$516/mo all util incl. Avail. Aug. 2004
until Aug. 2005. Casey 727-542-8816.

Room for rent in 3/2 Home in quiet
, Oviedo neighborhood. 7 min. from UCF,
W/D, local phone, cable, 2 car gar.
$375/mo "plus shared util. Call Kent at
407-497-8213.

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
n/s female· seeks same. Clean, quiet
furnished room w/ private bath. New
W/D, cable. $400 + 1/ 3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805

1998 Ford Mustang, black, 5 speed.
Great condition, loaded, spoiler.
53k miles, garaged entire life.
$7,800 negotiable.
407-808-9955.

1/1 in 4/4 at Pegasus Landing, 1 month
rent free, no move-in fees. Avail. Todaylll
$490/mo. every1hing included.
Call Lauren at 407-529-8995.

Room available for female to share with
females in 4/2 home .near UCF. Fully
furnished. N/ S, rio pets please.
. $325/mo. plus utilities.
Call 407-319-3751 .

'

Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per mqnth all
. amenities included. Avail ASAP.
Call Dana 561-312-1498
& leave message.

1/1 in 4/4 available ASAP in Jefferson
Lofts. Huge bedroom! $460/mo includes
all utilities, & covered carport.
Please call 407-466-9106.

HAVING TROUBLE PARKING
ON CAMPUS? TIRED OF WALKING
FROM DORMS? Delivered scooters only
$199 NEW. 863-421-7078.
Windsurfing Gear: 13' fully enclosed
trailer. Boards: 12· AHD Course Race
270L w/custom 44" centerboard GC, Bic
Presto 122L EC, Bic El.ectric Roe~
1OSL EC. Sails: UP World Cup Race.
4.Sm EC, Windwing 6.2m EC, boom,
carbon mast, fins, protex high speed
helmet. $1100 for all obo will separate.
407-671-8551 ~ blakehd@hotmail.com

A HOUSE FOR NEX;r FALL?
We can help free of charge! Contact the
UCF Real Estate Advising ·Group at
UCFRealEstate@yahoo.com.
Interested in buying or'selling a home?
I can help steer you in the right direction.
Free home warranty and maid service
included with transaction. Remember,
service is the 'key; when YOll think of
Real Estate, call Donna Ashley.
Visit testimonials at ashleysells.com.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty. '
407-977-7600 or 407-463-1120 (cell)
3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic Ille & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment ,407-384-6641.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726 . .
NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Person!ll Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp. , Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
·
1-800-733-5342.
Daniel's Tutoring Service.
Tutors available in ALL math classes
K~12, college level, entrance exams.
407-427-0067.
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com.
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ACROSS
Beach find
Hint
Cincinnati nine
Martinique
volcano
SAake speech
Midterm, e.g.
Dunne or Cara
Encourage a
yegg
Neta _ (note
well)
.
Golfer Watson
Writer Kesey
Singer Flack
German
industrial city"
Phantom
English princess
Actor Ayres
Pol's cash
provider
Prenatal
Frees
MDs' org.
Precious stone
Sheepish she
Person to be
emulated
Oregon capital ·
Ely or Howar~
Crafty
Actress·Garr
Quantit(es
Billionaire Bill
Fixed attitude
French friend
Bounder
Jai _
Wander
Revere
State of agitation
Osprey's cousin
Indian currency
Withered
Affirmative votes
At a right angle
to the keel

DOWN
1 Polish partner?
2 Medal of Honor
recipient
3 Basic
4 Dykstra of
baseball
5 Onion cousins
6 Guided on the

e 2004Tribune Medi? Services, Inc.
A ll rights r~erv~d .

desired course
7 Trudeau's party,
briefly
8 PC operators
9 Legal bar
· 10 Du Maurier
classic
11 Bring to bear
12 Italian poet
13 Smudge
22 Sniggler's prey
24 Growths of ZZ
Top
26 Ocean
28 From a great
distance
29 Verne captain
31 Performs an
' electrician's job
34 Defective cars
36 Fenway events
37 Astronomer's
·
device
38 Bedside pitcher
39 Big rig
42 California
peninsula
45 Well-read

5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
W.inter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
. 1-800-827-1 097

Stop by, call, or visit us onlinel www.allinbloom.com

UCF BUTOKUKAN CLUB
Art, Sport; Self Defense Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Classes are M & W 7-9:00 PM In Ed
Bldg Rm 174A. Call 407-362-2492
for more info. Open House, Wed
5/26 @ 8:00 PM

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wile service or Delivery available
over phonj! with major Credit Card
(wireand delivery service excludes discount) ·

to always .h ave
Never spend any.
Donate pla·sma.
.
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47 Snacked

50 Tasty tuber
52 Accumulate
53 "Now We Are
Six" author
54 Radio station
sign
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55 Mall unit
57 Small crown
61 Vicinity
62 View as
65 Literary
collection
67 Name

fZlilJ WORSHIP

15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty IOI

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281 -7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554
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Please see solutions in ne~ issue - vyed. 6/9 ·

CASCADES

Florcll Garden of Winter Park
Waterford Lakes
"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

s

.

Earn S180/month donating
your life-saving pla.sma •

DCI Biologicals Orlando• 1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 • ,321-2,35-.9100

IS HEAVEN FOR REAL????
www.isheaven4real.com .
24 lesson bible prophecy course.
Jesus is coming soon! Be riiady.
www.bibleuniverse.com
View all classifieds onllne anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!
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$3 U Call lt1s ti~ t l ~30

ladies Free a.U 'night I.
DJ: Kl of K5 spinning the ·best in<
Top 40 Denne&, otd ScltootE &feob
Today's Bitlboard Htf41

